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 Cranborne Chase and West Wiltshire Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty

Introduction
The Cranborne Chase and West Wiltshire Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) extends to 981
km2 (242,409 acres) and is the sixth largest of the 41 AONB in England and Wales (almost twice the size of
the New Forest). It is a deeply rural area surrounded by the market towns of Salisbury and Wilton to the
east, Fordingbridge and Wimborne to the south, Blandford and Shaftesbury to the west and Warminster to
the north.
The Area was designated in 1981 with the primary purpose of preserving and enhancing the natural beauty of the
landscape. This was reinforced in the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 when the 11 local authorities in the Area
formed a Partnership with 11 other statutory and non-governmental bodies to produce a Management Plan that was
published in 2004 (AONB 2004). The AONB is a superb example of chalkland landscapes and an area where traditional
management of semi-natural habitat features has survived, largely due to the unique history of the Chase (see map on
the inside back cover).
Cranborne Chase was a favoured hunting ground of the Saxon nobility. After the Norman conquest it was the property
of a succession of kings and nobles who preserved the ‘vert and venison’ until King James I gifted it to the Cecil family
who later became Earls of Salisbury. After the Restoration the Chase and its lodges were sold and its various parts went
to private owners, but the Rights of the Chase were retained by various people until the Pitt family, later the Barons
Rivers and latterly Pitt-Rivers, took it over in 1714. They held it until the disfranchisement just over a hundred years later.
This long continuity of land management for hunting meant that on Cranborne Chase and surrounding areas there was
a ‘slower evolution’ of landscape change (Hawkins D 1980).

Why a survey of game management?
If we are to preserve and enhance the natural beauty of the landscape within the AONB, then we must understand the
forces that have shaped it over the last millennium and which continue to drive changes in the landscape now and in
the future. All the land in the AONB is privately owned so we must work together with land managers and the wider
community to gain an understanding of how game and its management are sustaining landscape character and identify
areas where game management requires assistance to remain sustainable.

The importance of game management in the AONB
The primary purpose of AONB designation speaks of ‘natural beauty’ yet this landscape was one of the first to be
settled by the earliest inhabitants of these islands and the imprint of their lives and culture can be found scattered
through the valleys and across the chalk hills. This is not a ‘natural’ landscape; it has felt the hand of Man for over 7,000
years. During these millennia the landscape has been shaped as much by human aspiration and ingenuity as by climate
and geology.
The earliest hunters in the area were our hunter-gatherer ancestors. There were certainly people living in this part
of southern England 31,000 years ago and there are also indications that there were people in the landscape in Late
Glacial and early post-glacial times (Miles 2005). A few flint tools have been found on and around Cranborne Chase
dating from the Palaeolithic (more than 10,000 years ago) and are common from the Mesolithic (10,000 to 4,000
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years ago) (Green 2000). Group hunting activities were therefore well developed before this landscape was settled.
Anthropological studies have indicated that the ritualised forms of modern hunting, such as our modern battue-style
driven shooting, have their roots in more ancient hunting rituals and techniques. Some of these hunting rituals have
passed into our folklore, as in the case of the Abbotts Bromley Horn Dance. Hunting became more than just a way
of obtaining food. It became a cultural activity with a deep social importance. This eventually created social and
environmental conditions where land needed to be put aside for the management of certain preferred ‘game’ species so
that formalised hunts could take place.
The earliest forms of organised game management were probably instigated by Saxon kings and nobles who owned
what could be described as the sporting rights to the Chase, but there are few records relating to the Area’s game
heritage prior to the Norman conquest. The effects of game preservation on the landscape became more significant
through the medieval period. For instance, the Royal Forest of Grovely was a wooded forest harbouring deer and its
afforestment, and consequent removal of domestic grazing animals, allowed the heaths in that area to develop into
woodland (Rackham 1986). The effects of the preservation of fallow deer on Cranborne Chase can be seen in the rarity
of strip lynchets in the Chase (which would indicate higher densities of settlements) compared to their greater frequency
on the West Wiltshire Downs in the north of the AONB. The Norman noblemen and their descendants operated
on what we would now term ‘the landscape-scale’; managing tracts of land for game alone partly by discouraging
settlement in the area and curtailing the rights and activities of local people.
The landscape of the AONB has retained features such as woodlands, hedgerows and copses, where they might
otherwise have been lost, in order to provide game habitat. The woodlands of the Cranborne, Rushmore and
Witchampton estates are all good examples. Within these ancient woodlands there was also a need to retain traditional
management techniques to ensure suitable habitats were continually recreated, so in the Chase Woods we can see some
of the oldest and most extensive coppices in Europe.

The ‘Conservation Through Wise Use’ concept in game management
The concept of conservation through wise use fits well with AONB sustainability principles and our mission to work with
all stakeholders to keep this living landscape special. Wise use is defined by the Game Conservancy Trust as an optimal
sustainable yield of managed game that realises income from the ownership of the resource and sees that income being
invested in the conservation of the resource (Tapper 1999). This requires that the harvested game population is bolstered
by increased reproduction and survival from better habitat and nutrition, while suffering lower mortality from predation,
unregulated hunting and disease; ie. by conservation management. The harvested game creates income for the owner
primarily in the form of the sporting value of the resource as well as the sale of game meat. So from the perspective of
this survey the terms ‘conservation through wise use’ and ‘sustainable development’ are virtually synonymous.

What we wanted to know
The Game Conservation Survey was born out of the need to gain greater understanding of all aspects of game
management within the AONB combined with the advent of the Sustainable Development Fund (SDF). The work had
been shelved to await funding, but the sudden arrival of the SDF meant that it could be brought forward. The SDF
provided funds for all the English and Welsh protected landscapes to enable people to find innovative ways of living and
working more sustainably in rural areas. Therefore a bid was made to provide the Cranborne Chase and West Wiltshire
Downs AONB Team information on specific issues in game management that would benefit from either encouragement
or new thinking. The AONB Team prepared a two phase project plan spanning the financial years 2005/6 and 2006/7.
This was translated into a SDF Application that was reviewed, in accordance with Countryside Agency guidelines, by
the SDF Grants Review Panel for North Wessex Downs AONB. It was then presented to the Cranborne Chase & West
Wiltshire Downs SDF Interim Grants Review Panel as Phases 1 and 2. Phase 1 involved inviting landowners and game
managers to take part, gaining a sample and evaluating it for statistical significance. Phase 2 followed the decision to go
ahead with the sample. This involved the employment of Dr T Rich as researcher, conducting the interviews, the analysis
of data and taking the project through a one day conference to formulate a first draft action plan.
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What will the survey do for game managers and the partnership?
The Game Conservation Survey will, it is hoped, spark debate amongst game managers and between them and the
AONB Team. We hope that an action plan will be the result of this debate. This action plan will set out short, medium
and long term objectives for concerted action to improve the sustainability of game management and ensure that the
rich game heritage of the AONB is passed on to future generations in a better state than when we inherited it from our
predecessors.

How the sample was gained.
Three databases were used to send out invitations: The Game Conservancy Trust contacted all its members in the
AONB, as did the British Association for Shooting & Conservation, who mailed all their members in three post code
areas covered by the AONB, whilst DEFRA contacted all properties within the AONB with agricultural holding numbers.
Consequently few game managers in the AONB would not have received an invitation and some received more than
one.
Eighty-two responses were received with estimates of the area covered by their game management. The area covered
amounted to just over half the area of the AONB. Some land just beyond the AONB boundary was also included. At
this point it was decided to go ahead with the survey as planned as the sample size was deemed to be sufficient.
All the respondents were contacted and asked to make themselves available for a two hour interview during the
period April to September 2006 with Dr Tracey Rich, a researcher employed to carry out face-to-face interviews with
respondents. At this point there was a large drop out from the survey. The reasons given were lack of time, an
unwillingness to prioritise the survey and the mistaken idea that because the shoot or fishery involved was “small scale”
then it would not be relevant. This resulted in a final sample size of 45 respondents (55% of the initial 82) covering
37,650 ha in and around the AONB (amounting to 38% of the AONB). Unfortunately, the outstanding chalk stream
fisheries of this area were not well represented in our sample (only five respondents indicated rivers as part of their
sporting concerns).
The results of this survey are representative of what occurs within the very special, and in some ways unique, protected
landscape of the Cranborne Chase and West Wiltshire Downs AONB. They are not meant to be applied to other areas.
It is likely that the results are skewed towards the larger shoots (as we have seen above many smaller enterprises pulled
out of the exercise). While it might provide a model to follow for other Protected Landscape teams, or lessons for the
wider countryside in the southern English chalk downlands; it should certainly not be taken as having either national or
regional applicability.
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Organisational
Structure
2.1 Ownership
It is recognised that economic, social and political challenges usually pose more serious problems for the sustainable
management of exploited species than do biological challenges. In particular, if it is unclear who owns a particular game
resource, or the owner has little reason to invest in the conservation of the resource, then a “tragedy of the commons”
may ensue where it is in the game manager’s interest to harvest as much as possible in as short a time as possible before
someone else harvests the game instead. Any one exercising restraint will be disadvantaged with the game population
being extinguished or driven to the point where the yield is not worth the cost (May 2001). Therefore we asked about
the ownership of the land and whether the game manager was a single tenant, part of a syndicate, the land owner or
whether they had some other relationship to the land title, in order to gauge how much of an interest a game manager
might have in ensuring the sustainability of game harvest on the area under their management.

2.1.1 Results and analysis
Table 2.1 Ownership of game management resource.
The shoot is owned or managed by*

A single tenant
A syndicate
Other
The land owner

Total area (ha) of land (%)

Average area of shoot
(ha)

942

471**

12,943

2157

788

197

22,639

755

* Two did not specify ownership/management. ** One did not specify an area.

For 70% of the total sample the land owner was also the owner of the game resource. Only 7% was owned by a
single tenant. While there are a relatively low number of syndicates that own game resources, it should be noted that
syndicates tended to hold very much larger areas than either landowners or tenants, with the result that syndicates
control the game resource on over one third of the area covered in the survey.

2.1.2 Discussion
These results show that the game resource in the AONB is largely held by people who should, in theory, have good
reason to conserve it in the long term. Whether or not a tenant or syndicate can afford to take a long term view will
depend upon the length of their tenancy agreement. Obviously longer, legally binding agreements will encourage
sustainable management while short “gentlemen’s agreements” inevitably discourage good management. The high
values of sporting leases in the AONB most likely account for the larger properties being leased by syndicates.
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2.1.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB supports the dissemination of best practice, which would include advice on creating
agreements with tenants and syndicates to help ensure that sustainable practices can develop for the
benefit of all parties.

2.2 The Gamekeepers
The presence of a full or part time gamekeeper has a great impact on the capacity for game conservation activity. We
also wanted to get some idea of the how game was being directly managed. Who does the feeding and predation
control? How many shoots and fisheries in the AONB support full or part time staff?

2.2.1 Results and analysis
Table 2.2 Employment status of gamekeepers in the sample.
The gamekeeper is*:

Full Time

Total area (ha) of shoot (%)

Average area of shoot
(ha)

17,561

1,756

745

124

Part Time

7,420

464**

Volunteer

11,926

1,084

No Gamekeeper

* One did not specify.
** One did not provide the area covered.

Out of 42 shoots and fisheries, only ten - just over one fifth - supported a full time keeper. The full time gamekeepers
were, as might be expected, employed on larger shoots and this is also true for the river keepers and fisheries. The full
time river keeper manages over 2 km, while the part time one manages 1.2 km, though three respondents reported
rivers as sporting interests with no river keeper mentioned (total of 5 km). What is interesting is that volunteer
gamekeepers also ‘work’ on larger shoots and collectively they cover significantly more area than part time gamekeepers
- nearly one-third of the area managed for game.

2.2.2 Discussion
The low figure of full time gamekeeper employment (nationally, 63% of shoot providers employ a gamekeeper)
demonstrates vividly the changes that have taken place in the AONB during the Twentieth Century. Game conservation,
whether on the river or on the farmland or in the woods, was a major employer in former times. The benefits to wider
nature conservation of having a full or part time gamekeeper or river keeper have been shown by research projects
carried out by the Game Conservancy Trust at Loddington and eslewhere. Without gamekeepers on the ground the
capacity to affect both game and other conservation measures will be severely limited. Voluntary game keepers are
obviously an important target group if we want greater sustainability in land management in the AONB.

2.2.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB explores ways in which it could encourage voluntary keepers to receive training in the most
up-to-date techniques and conservation theory.

•

That the AONB explores the possibility of cooperation between shoots and fisheries so that more staff can
be retained on a part time or full time basis.

2.3 Staffing Structure
We wanted to know in greater detail about who is working on the ground to conserve game in the AONB.
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2.3.1 Results and analysis
Table 2.3 Full and part time gamekeepered estates.
Gamekeepers

Number of estates in the sample

Average area
of shoot (ha)

Total managed area (ha)

Full time

10*

17,561

1756

Part time

17

7420

464**

* Includes two full time stalkers and one estate with both full and part time keepers.
** One gave no area.

Table 2.4 Those estates where the respondent considered that they had full time gamekeepers.
Full time
gamekeepers/
river keepers/
stalkers

Part time
assistants/river
keepers

Full time
equivalents*

1

0

5

4984

997

1

1

1.5

338

225

2

0

4

3359

840

2

2

3

3642

1214

3

1

3.5

2000

571

3+1 asst. **

1

4.5

3237

719

Area (ha)/
equivalent

Total area (ha - %)

* Part time considered 0.5 full time equivalents; including river keepers.
** This estate had three full time gamekeepers, one full time assistant and one part time river keeper.

Table 2.5 Those estates where the respondent considered that they had part time gamekeepers.
Part time
gamekeepers

Part time
assistants

Full time
equivalents**

1

0

6

4715***

857

1

2

1.5

694

463

2

0

2

886

443

Total area (ha - %)

Area (ha)/equivalent

*Two respondents did not specify how many individuals were involved.
** Part time considered 0.5 full time equivalents.
***One respondent did not specify area.

Table 2.6 Numbers of gamekeepers (full and part time combined) on single estates.
Number of
gamekeepers working
on one estate*

Number of
respondents (%)

Total managed area
(ha %)

Average area of
shoot (ha)

1

18

10731

596

2

5

7887

1577

3+**

2

5237

2619

*This does not include assistants but does include river keepers and stalkers; there were two respondents who classified the keepering as
‘part time’ but gave no information on the number of keepers present.
** includes one with a part time river keeper as well as three gamekeepers.

Of the six respondents who returned a “no keeper” answer, in some cases either the landowner or other volunteers
were undertaking predator control and habitat management work but the respondent did not consider this ‘proper
gamekeeping’ . Of the 27 shoots that had full or part time keepers, five of them employed two keepers and two
employed three gamekeepers, one with a part time river keeper. As far as river management is concerned, 5
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respondents reported having rivers within their area, covering a total of 8.3 kilometres, with only two respondents
indicating that they had a river keeper, one full time, one part time. In total (considering a part time employee as one
half a full time equivalent) there were a total of 30.5 full time equivalents employed as either game keepers, assistants,
river keepers or stalkers – this was spread over 43 individuals.

2.3.2 Discussion
Interestingly, some people involved in game conservation activities such as predator control and habitat management
did not regard their contribution as being worthy of the “gamekeeping” appellation. The low numbers of assistant
keepers (seven in total, 1 full time and 6 part time) does not allow for many entry-level employment opportunities or
apprenticeships.

2.3.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB continues to support additional top-up training for full and part time gamekeepers and
riverkeepers.

•

That the AONB explores ways in which entry level training and employment can be obtained, possibly
through a wide ranging apprenticeship scheme that will give smaller shoots and fisheries some professional
assistance and allow young keepers to obtain wider experience and training.

2.4 Decision making
A key aspect of sustainable development is the quality of the strategic decision making. We wanted to know who
makes the larger decisions that have long term impact on the landscape. At a simple level, we wanted to know who
we should be talking to if we want to suggest changes to working practices or offer opportunities. At a deeper level,
we wanted to understand the degree to which decisions are based on formal training, making the assumption that
gamekeepers have received such training but that land owners have not.

2.4.1 Results and analysis
Each respondent was asked to look at the following models, depicting various types of decision making. They were
asked to pick the one that most closely resembled the way in which game management decisions were made in their
shoot or fishery.

2.4.2 Discussion
The traditional model describes a situation where the landowner tells the gamekeeper what to do and when to do it
with little feedback from the gamekeeper. This has implications for the sustainability of any enterprise, but particularly
in this case. As a general rule, gamekeepers receive some kind of formal training which is usually preceded by a period
of at least a year of informal training. The qualifications a gamekeeper may hold now varies greatly, ranging from BTEC
or NVQ level qualifications gained on short courses to Bachelor of Science (BSc) degrees with honours gained over three
years of full time study. However, while a landowner may be very experienced as a shooter, a business manager and a
land manager, they very rarely hold formal qualifications in game conservation.

2.4.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB explores ways in which full and part time gamekeepers can obtain up skilling training that
will enable them to contribute to strategic business and land management decisions. This will result in
greater job satisfaction and better coordination between different elements in the estate management
team.
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Owner is the person who holds the land title
Keeper is the person who delivers the game or
fishery management

D Democratic
Adviser,
Game
dealer,
Suppliers
etc.

Customer is the person who pays for the shooting or
fishing on a day by day basis
Tenant is when there is one person who rents
the sporting rights
Syndicate is when a group rent the sporting rights
Adviser might be from FWAG, ADAS or GCT or a
crop specialist

Owner
Farmer
Agent

Customer
Keeper

Farmer is the person concerned with the agricultural
management of the land
Land Agent is the person who administers the land holding

A Traditional

Agreement & Consensus

E Customer Oriented
Land Owner
Keeper

Forester
Farmer
Keeper
Customers

B Professional 1
Land Agent
Farmer
Adviser
Keeper

Land Owner
Agent

Adviser

Figure 2.1 Preference for decision making
models in the survey sample

Forester
Customer

D Democratic

B Professional 1
C Professional 2

C Professional 2
Keeper
Adviser
Keeper

A Traditional
Owner
Customer

Overwhelmingly, the decision making
model was ‘traditional’.
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Habitat Management
3.1 The Habitats
We wanted to know if shoots have a wide variety of habitats on them or if they tend to be made up of
mainly one type of habitat. If we were to successfully recruit game managers into wider nature conservation
work for particular habitats, would they be well placed to deliver objectives across a wide range of those
habitats or across a few principal ones? We were particularly interested in those habitat types which have
Habitat Action Plans under the UK Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP), as shown in Table 3.1.

3.1.1 Results and analysis
Table 3.1 Habitats in the AONB managed for game.
BAP

*

*
*
*
*

*
*
*

Habitat Type

Ancient broadleaved woodland
Ancient woodland with conifers
Broad-leaved woodlands mainly native species
Mixed conifer woodlands
Conifer plantation
Scrub
Parkland with old trees
Lake
Pond
River
Winterbourne/Ephemeral stream
Arable
Wet grassland
Chalk grassland
Heath
Count of BAP habitats

*

105

Respondents (N)

%

20
10
36
20
10
22
9
5
20
11
12
34
8
31
1

45
23
82
45
23
50
20
11
45
25
27
77
18
70
2

Total of habitat counts

Habitats that have
BAP status (%)

249

42

Taking non-BAP habitats first, over 80% of the sample had some broadleaved woodland and a similar amount had
arable land. This is not surprising as the AONB landscape is a rich mix of woodland and arable farmland. What was also
interesting was that a similar amount of the sample had the chalk grassland BAP habitat as well. Half of the sample had
mixed conifer woodlands and scrub. A quarter of the sample had coniferised ancient woodland, conifer plantation and
ephemeral streams.
Of the BAP habitats, nearly half the sample had ancient broadleaved woodland and at least one pond. A quarter of the
sample had a river while a fifth of the sample had parkland with old trees. Nearly 10% of the sample had a lake, but
heathland was relatively rare.
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3.1.2 Discussion
Generally, the shoots and fisheries in our sample operate over a fairly typical AONB farm-based landholding: a mixture
of “chalk and cheese”. These farms have traditionally included a bit of valley clayland (the cheese), some decent arable
land with woodland at the foot of the downs and some high chalk downland with grazing or barley on lighter soils (the
chalk). In the recent past, the management of these farms would have included both arable and livestock production:
resulting in what is termed a mixed farm.
The changes in agriculture during the 20th Century have resulted in changes to the habitats on such farms. One of the
most obvious changes has been a catastrophic decline in the area of chalk grassland throughout the UK in the first half
of the 20th Century. A full 14% of the chalk grassland that is left in the UK is to be found in the Cranborne Chase and
West Wiltshire Downs AONB (the area of which is only 0.4% of the UK). This is an internationally important resource
and it is affected by game shooting in several ways. For instance, some chalk grasslands on steep slopes are crowned by
game cover crops at the top of the slope. Nutrients may wash out of the game cover and alter the composition of the
grasslands, encouraging plants such as nettle, dock and ragwort. Natural England has serious concerns that this may be
damaging some of the nation’s most precious grasslands and game managers are the only people who can help them
identify this issue correctly and address it effectively.
The woodland and scrub types that are not included in the Biodiversity Action Plan nevertheless provide habitats such
as woodland rides, scrub clumps on chalk grassland and a host of other habitats for game and non-game species alike.
While the AONB holds some of the nation’s premiere nature conservation woodland, most of the woods are of less these
sensitive types, but the capacity to improve these woods for nature conservation and to enhance landscape character
often lies in their value as game coverts.
The arable land is often not considered to be of high conservation importance, but the AONB holds BAP target species,
such as grey partridge, whose main habitat is arable farms. The arable area also includes the majority of the hedgerow
habitat. Arable land is hardly ever included in nature reserves, so arable species are a particular area where game
management can help sustain these populations, many of whom are the subject of BAP targets themselves.
In this chalk downland landscape, ephemeral streams, more usually called a winterbourne, are a feature of many valleys
and villages. Often the upper winterbourne section of a river is omitted from nature conservation designations yet they
are the sources of, for instance, the Avon Special Area for Conservation (SAC) and the management of nearby arable
land and management for game can affect their habitat quality immensely.
The number of times a habitat type was recognised in the total sample was counted, 42% of those recognised were BAP
habitats. About half the sample had ancient broadleaved woodland. This habitat is an important characteristic of the
AONB landscapes. Game management is the main reason for its survival and will be the main activity that takes place
within it in the future.
Ponds and other wetlands are habitats that are particularly unrecorded. They are of special concern considering
the threats that all amphibian species are facing world-wide. Wetlands are also especially rich in invertebrates of
conservation concern and it is not surprising that so many shoots and fisheries recognise the value of their wetlands
and associated habitats as they provide excellent habitat for a variety of game species from salmon and trout to snipe,
woodcock and deer.
The more formal landscapes on estates, such the parks and areas surrounding large houses and gardens, are often used
in game shooting and the ancient trees found in these areas are of international importance. Britain holds the majority
of the ancient trees in Western Europe and this AONB is particularly blessed with them.

3.1.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB develops well funded projects that will enable game managers to cooperate in habitat
creation activity for BAP species, particularly grey partridge.

•

That the AONB facilitates, jointly with others, the provision of habitat information to game managers.
This could include easy recognition guides for BAP habitat types and key habitat features, up to date
management advice and how wider habitat management can assist in the provision of game habitats.

•

That the AONB communicates in a practical manner the benefits of good game management to nature
conservation agencies, agricultural advisors and others working in and around the AONB by facilitating
training days in the AONB.
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3.2 Habitat Management for Game Conservation
It is claimed that a great deal of good conservation work is carried out and paid for by game managers. In the recent
report prepared by Public And Corporate Economic Consultants (PACEC), shoot providers were estimated to have
spent on average 155 days per year on habitat and wildlife management (PACEC 2006). We wanted to see if this was
also true within the AONB by ascertaining how much time game managers spent on this management and the costs
involved.
Firstly, we turned our attention to habitat management: the maintenance of the quality and quantity of the existing
game habitat. We asked specifically about eight types of habitat maintenance, covering woodlands, hedgerows,
grassland, crops and wetland. We then examined the results to ascertain the scale of these activities.

3.2.1 Results and analysis
Figure 3.1 Habitat management carried out for game conservation (percentage of the 45 respondents)
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*Other includes: bat/bird boxes, beetle banks, pond maintenance and stone curlew plots.
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Table 3.2 Time spent thinning woodland annually on the 17 shoots and fisheries in the AONB who
undertook this activity.
Number undertaking fewer than 6
days of woodland thinning annually

Average area of estate (ha)

The gamekeeper is:

Number of
estates

9

412

Full Time
No Gamekeeper
Part Time
Volunteer

2
1
3
3

Number undertaking 6 or more days
of woodland thinning annually

Average area of estate (ha)

The gamekeeper is:

Number of
estates

994

Full Time
No Gamekeeper
Part Time
Volunteer

2
2
2
2

8

Table 3.3 Time spent coppicing woodland annually on the 18 shoots and fisheries in the AONB who undertook this
activity.
Number undertaking fewer than 6
days of coppicing annually

Average area of estate (ha)

The gamekeeper is:

Number of
estates

14

535

Full Time
No Gamekeeper
Part Time
Volunteer

2
1
7
4

Number undertaking 6 or more days
of coppicing annually

Average area of estate (ha)

The gamekeeper is:

Number of
estates

484

Full Time
No Gamekeeper
Part Time
Volunteer

1
1
2
0

4

Table 3.4 Time spent managing rides annually on the 16 shoots and fisheries in the AONB who undertook this activity.
Number undertaking fewer than 6
days of ride management annually

Average area of estate (ha)

The gamekeeper is:

Number of
estates

10

462

Full Time
No Gamekeeper
Part Time
Volunteer

2
0
5
3

Number undertaking 6 or more days
of ride management annually

Average area of estate (ha)

The gamekeeper is:

Number of
estates

2163

Full Time
No Gamekeeper
Part Time
Volunteer

4
0
2
0

6

Table 3.5 Time spent on hedgerow management on the 17 shoots and fisheries in the AONB who undertook this activity.
Number undertaking less than 5 days
of hedgerow management annually

Average area of estate (ha)

The gamekeeper is:

Number of
estates

10

697

Full Time
No Gamekeeper
Part Time
Volunteer

Number undertaking less than 10
days of hedgerow management
annually*

Average area of estate (ha)

The gamekeeper is:

Number of
estates

511

Full Time
No Gamekeeper
Part Time
Volunteer

3
3
2
5
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3
2
2
3

Number undertaking 10 or more days
of hedgerow management annually

Average area of estate (ha)

The gamekeeper is:

Number of
estates

1436

Full Time
No Gamekeeper
Part Time
Volunteer

1
0
2
0

3

*Includes those that undertook less than 5 days of hedgerow management.

Table 3.6 Time spent on grassland management on the 9 shoots and fisheries in the AONB who undertook this activity.
Number undertaking less than 5
days of grassland management
annually

Average area of estate (ha)

The gamekeeper is:

Number of
estates

4

1178

Full Time
No Gamekeeper
Part Time
Volunteer

2
0
1
1

Number undertaking 5 or more
days of grassland management
annually

Average area of estate (ha)

The gamekeeper is:

Number of
estates

625

Full Time
No Gamekeeper
Part Time
Volunteer

2
1
2
0

5

3.2.2 Discussion
We asked respondents to consider the game conservation work on their land or shoot that was undertaken specifically
for game conservation, outwith grant schemes such as Environmental Stewardship. The analysis showed that out of
45 respondents, 21 (48%) undertook woodland thinning operations, 21 (48%) undertook some coppicing, 19 (43%)
managed their woodland rides, 19 (43%) did some hedgerow management, 13 (30%) managed grasslands, 14 (32%)
managed crop margins, 2 (5%) undertook river bank management, 4 (9%) carried out in-stream works and some other
work was carried out such as pond maintenance (1 respondent) and the creation of beetle banks (1 respondent).
We wanted to differentiate between game managers that were undertaking more or less habitat work in each category,
in order to better understand the scale of the activity. We therefore applied a completely arbitrary threshold at a number
of days above which the work would be considered large scale. This threshold was, in the opinion of the main author, a
length of time that it would take one person, in motor-manual working, to make a significant difference. This threshold
split the woodland thinning group in half. However, the larger landholdings seem to be carrying out proportionately
more woodland thinning. This may be a reflection of the size of the woodland blocks. Small woodlands are much more
expensive to work than large blocks. Much habitat work that is considered to be a necessary part of game conservation
was carried out at a fairly small scale largely by volunteers and part-time gamekeepers. Out of the 18 respondents
who carried out coppicing, 14 of them did less than six days per year. This pattern held true for the management of
woodland rides with only 6 out of 16 respondents spending more than six days on their management. However, a few
larger estates with employed gamekeepers carried out considerably more work on their rides; an observation repeated
in the case of grasslands. Hedgerow management by 17 respondents, 14 of whom did less than 10 days and the
majority of that sub-group did less than 5 days work. Interestingly, larger estates with employed gamekeepers tended
to carry out more hedgerow work; the three respondents in the group undertaking more than 10 days work were on
landholdings nearly three times the size of the others and all employed gamekeepers. The grassland work was carried
out on larger landholdings by 9 respondents half of whom spent more than 5 days on the task. The picture that this
shows us is of an area where shoot managers exist amongst a rich, diverse landscape of semi-natural and agricultural
habitats, where a great deal of nature conservation work is being carried out through agri-environment and woodland
grant schemes, and where there is a superb inheritance of game habitat. Therefore, many land managers may not find
it necessary to carry out additional habitat conservation purely for game. In addition, considering the voluntary nature
of much of the game management activity, many small shoots and fisheries have a low capacity to undertake habitat
management works. The information in the tables shows that there is a great deal of habitat work carried out by
employed gamekeepers that volunteers just cannot attempt. Some of the leased shoots and fisheries will not have the
right to alter habitats on the land over which they shoot; though this is less of a problem than in some parts of England,
as in the AONB most of the game management is undertaken by the land owner (70% - Section 2.1.2). The constraints
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to carrying out game habitat conservation be more to do with resources of time, man-power, and possibly technical
knowledge, than opportunity.

3.2.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB canvasses opinion amongst survey respondents as to what the constraints to habitat
management might be in their case.

•

That the AONB discusses with respondents how game managers might be encouraged to overcome the
above constraints.

•

That the AONB encourages sporting lessors and lease holders to carry out the habitat management work
needed to benefit game and other wildlife.

3.3 Habitat Creation for Game Conservation
As we had done with habitat management, we wanted to see to what extent game managers were creating game
habitat in the AONB. We asked specifically about four types of habitat, whether any additional areas of habitat had
been created in the last three years (2003 to 2005) and how much the projects had cost. While we could not measure
the ecological effect that the habitat creation may have had, and in any case some areas of habitat had not had a
chance to mature, we wanted to gain an impression as to what extent game managers were taking long-term habitat
management decisions.

3.3.1 Results and analysis
Of the 45 respondents to the survey, 15 (one third) had planted individual trees on their shoot or fishery in the last three
years at an average cost to them of £728. Five respondents put in nearly 10 ha of new woodlands between them,
spending between £850 and £20,000 each. This amounts to £3,485 per ha. Eight respondents put in new hedgerows.
The total length of hedgerow established during the period 2003-2005 was 15.94 km. Each of these respondents spent
an average of £3,233, with a total spend £23,100 (about £1,450 per km). One respondent had put in a pond at a cost
of £15,000. These figures are inclusive of any grant that may have been awarded, we did not ask about grant aid in this
question.
Table 3.7. The number of trees planted on the15 shoots and fisheries in the AONB who undertook this activity and
detailed the amount of trees planted.
Number who
planted 100 trees
or less

Percentage

Average area of
estate (ha)

Average birds*
released (range)

The gamekeeper is:

Number of estates

Full Time
No Gamekeeper
Part Time
Volunteer

0
3
1
3

7

47

157

400
(0-1,650)

Number who
planted over 100
trees

Percentage

Average area of
estate (ha)

Average birds*
released (range)

The gamekeeper is:

Number of estates

1518

4556
(350-17,000

Full Time
No Gamekeeper
Part Time
Volunteer

3
0
3
2

8

53

*Sum of pheasants, grey and red-legged partridges put down for shooting.

Habitat creation for game conservationProportion of the survey that:

Established new wetland

Established new
woodland
Planted
individual
trees
Established
new
hedgerow
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3.3.2 Discussion
The single largest woodland established for game habitat was 3.6 ha and the smallest was 0.4 ha, this indicates that
game managers are trying to enhance a landscape that is already good for game by the judicious planting of small areas.
This assumption is further evidenced by the fact that three times as many game managers had put in small numbers of
individual trees around their shoot or fishery as had opted for the creation of new woodlands. While tree and woodland
planting was on a comparatively small scale, the amount of new hedgerow established by shoot and fishery owners was
not. Nearly 16 km of hedgerow was put in over three years outwith any grant scheme. This represents a significant
increase in the amount of hedgerow habitat in the area. If the AONB had lost a similar amount of hedgerow over the
same time frame it would have to be considered a disaster.

3.3.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB develops guidance, possibly in conjunction with GCT Advisory Service, to suggest species
mixes, techniques and strategies for the enhancement of existing game habitats that will assist in the
preservation and enhancement of natural beauty and have wider nature conservation benefit. The AONB
Landscape Character Assessment should be used as the basis for the advice with best practice examples
from the respondents in this survey.

3.4 The Environmental Stewardship Scheme
We wanted to know to what extent land owners who have shooting or fishing on their land had opted for the latest
agri-environment scheme. We also wanted to know if part of the attraction for entering the scheme were the possible
benefits for game management and if the choices chosen within the entry-level and higher-level were influenced by an
interest in game.

3.4.1 Results and Analysis
It should be noted that 43 respondents out of the total sample of 45 answered the question regarding agri-environment
schemes as a whole, with 32 (74%) of these in some kind of scheme, 6 did not know if the area was in a scheme and
5 (12% - average area of 624 ha) whose area was not in a scheme. Of the 32 who were in schemes, 23 areas were in
either entry level or higher level, mainly in entry level. Of those people who indicated that their area was in schemes
other than entry or higher level, five were in the Environmentally Sensitive Area (ESA) Scheme, one was in Countryside
Stewardship (CSS) and one had both ESA and CSS. Data available from DEFRA indicates that within the AONB there are
114 farms in the Entry Level Environmental Stewardship Scheme (covering 20% of the area of the AONB), nine farms
in Organic Entry Level (covering 2.5% of the AONB) and no farms in Higher Level Environmental Stewardship Scheme
(source data from Defra, cut to AONB boundary by South West ID, Taunton). It should be borne in mind that this survey
included respondents on the edge of the AONB so this might account for the finding here that one of our respondents is
in the HLS. The data from DEFRA indicates that 13% of AONB properties with agricultural holding numbers have joined
Environmental Stewardship; our survey of game interests indicates that of the 37 respondents who knew, 86% were in
agri-environment schemes of one sort or another, with 62% in the ELS or HLS schemes.
Table 3.8 Respondents use of agri-environment schemes.
Types of stewardship

Entry level scheme
Higher level scheme
Other*
In scheme(s) but not sure which

number of replies

Percentage of n=32

Average area (ha)

22
1
7
2

69
3
22
6

556
2428
511
272

*5 in ESA, 1 in CSS and 1 in ESA and CSS; of these 7 four indicated they would apply for the ELS when their contracts expired for the
scheme they were currently in.

Those respondents who were in schemes were asked if their interest in game had affected the ES options they chose to
implement. Of the 32 respondents in schemes, only 22 (69%) answered this question, with the majority indicating that
there was no effect of game interests on their choice.
Table 3.9. The effect of game management objectives on the choice of agri-environmental scheme options.
Were the option choices effected by shooting?

No
Yes

Number of replies

Average area (ha)

Average birds* put down (range)

14
8

722
366

5,557 (0-30,000)
906 (0-2,100)

*Sum of pheasants, grey and red-legged partridges put down for shooting.
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3.4.2 Discussion
From the brief comments that respondents made about their option decisions it was apparent that most respondents
regarded Environmental Stewardship as being generally beneficial for the shoot or fishery, citing especially the use of
wild bird cover as useful, with one respondent regarding the ELS as being better than the old scheme under which they
had been farming previously. However, the choice of options within the scheme was not greatly affected by the game
management.

3.4.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB discusses with respondents and agricultural / game management advisors how ES options
can be used strategically to benefit the conservation of game species and the shoot or fishery.

3.5 Crop Rotation
Historically, agricultural cropping in the AONB was greatly affected by game management. The Lords of the Chase could
put restrictions on what was grown where and when it could be harvested, either by direct intervention or by influence.
This was certainly true in the heyday of the Chase and was one of the main complaints that lead to its eventual
disfranchisement (Hawkins 1980). We wanted to see how far this might be true today.

3.5.1 Results
Table 3.10 Is game management taken into consideration when decisions are made on crop rotation?
Does game affect crop rotation decisions?

Game is the MOST important factor
Game affects decisions to a GREAT extent
Game affects decisions to a SLIGHT extent
Game DOES NOT affect the decision

Number of replies

Average area (ha)

Average birds* released (range)

1
4
13
22

202
1606
836
929

675
18,233 (10,932 - 30,000)
6,246 (400 - 43,000)
2007 (0 - 18,000)

3.5.2 Analysis and Discussion
Only one respondent replied that game was the most important factor in deciding how to plan the farm crop rotation.
This is a comparatively small shoot in area and the manager may be attempting to optimise the benefit of the farm
habitats to game without giving over much land to game habitat. The shoots that considered game a factor of great
importance were the largest in extent and largest in terms of released game. This shows that where game management
is on a large scale, generating significant income, it has a greater impact on the crop rotation. The economic
environment in which all businesses must operate does not allow for much leeway when it comes to making such crucial
decisions. However, nearly half the total sample had tried to consider game management as one factor, albeit of a
comparatively low priority, in deciding what crops to grow and their placement on the farm.

3.5.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB investigates the production of sound guidelines to enable game conservation to be
considered in crop rotation decisions.

3.6 Conservation in partnership with game management
Increasingly, often through initiatives such as the British Association for Shooting and Conservation’s Green Shoots
Campaign or Wiltshire Wildlife Trust’s Landscapes for Wildlife Project, game managers and farmers are being
encouraged to team up with nature conservation agencies from the voluntary and charitable sector. This can often
bring considerable benefits and personal satisfaction to land managers while being the only way these organisations
can deliver practical change outside wildlife reserves. There seems to be a general perception that the conservation
non-governmental organisations and the field sports community are usually “at daggers drawn” (with a few notable
exceptions) over political and ethical issues.
We wanted to know if in fact organisations such as the Wildlife Trusts or Royal Society for the Protection of Birds were
working in the AONB with game managers.
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3.6.1 Results
Table 3.13 Game managers in the survey who are working with conservation organisations
Cooperation with other groups*

RSPB
GCT
Other un-specified group
No involvement with outside groups

Number of replies

Average area (ha)

Average birds* put down (range)

5
2
9
27

327
605
1353
800

4462 (0- 17,000)
1140 (180-2100)
2525 (0-15,000)
5576 (0-43,000)

*No respondent reported any cooperation with local natural history groups, BTO or local wildlife trusts.

3.6.2 Discussion
RSPB is well represented. Out of the 16 respondents who reported working with other groups five of them, nearly a
third, were working with RSPB. There is a very active RSPB effort in farmland birds and stone curlew in the Wessex
region, with four of the five who are working with the RSPB citing stone curlew plots as the reason. Nine (56%) of the
sixteen involved with other groups did not detail which groups they were involved with.

3.6.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB helps to foster links between land owners, game managers and nature conservation
NGO’s and statutory agencies by acting as “honest broker”. A directory of conservation agencies and
organisations could be produced describing the opportunities they would like to offer landowners. This
could be circulated to landowners in the AONB.
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Game Crops
4.1 Crop Types
Game crops are the most obvious visual manifestation of game management activity in the landscape. The geometric
blocks of cover contrast with the curved lines of contours and the irregular shapes of woodland and hedgerows. In
more planned countryside where straight field edges are common, the rectangular blocks of cover serve to accentuate
the character of the landscape.
Game crops are now an integral part of most game shoots. Game crops can be grown as winter cover to provide
additional coverts from which birds can be driven, or as brood rearing cover to increase the production of wild game in a
shoot. Additionally, those crops identified as especially useful to farmland birds other than game can be grown in Wild
Bird Cover Options in agri-environment schemes. We wanted to know which crop types were being grown and why
game managers had decided on that crop type.

4.1.1 Results and analysis
Table 4.1 The types of game cover grown within the surveyed shoots, the total area grown (of the 585 ha grown on
all shoots surveyed) and the total number of blocks containing each type of crop (160 in total) from the 38 respondents
who reported planting cover crops.
Game Crop Types

Maize
Kale
Millet (All Types)
Wild Bird Cover
Sorghum
Nectar Mix (General)
Linseed
Cover Mix
Buckwheat
Triticale
Cereal (Generic)
Pollen / Nectar Mix
Quinoa
Artichoke
Turnips (All Types)
Sunflowers
Stubble Turnips
Mustard
Game Mix
Wild Bee Mix
Clover (Yellow Blossom)

Respondents who grew (%)

Total area of game cover crop
type in sample (ha)

Number of crop blocks
containing each crop type

29 (76%)
22 (58%)
14 (37%)
13 (34%)
16 (42%)
2 (5%)
4 (11%)
1 (3%)
5 (13%)
2 (5%)
3 (8%)
1 (3%)
5 (13%)
6 (16%)
2 (5%)
5 (13%)
1 (3%)
6 (16%)
1 (3%)
1 (3%)
1 (3%)

206 (35%)
145 (25%)
77 (13%)
53 (9%)
30 (5%)
9 (2%)
8 (1%)
8 (1%)
8 (1%)
7 (1%)
5 (1%)
5 (1%)
4 (1%)
3 (1%)
2 (<1%)
2 (<1%)
2 (<1%)
2 (<1%)
1 (<1%)
1(<1%)
1(<1%)

29
22
14
13
16
2
4
1
5
2
3
1
5
6
2
5
1
6
1
1
1
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Barley
White Millet
Phacelia
Clover (Sweet)
Vetch
Tyfon
Texel
Goblin
Forage Rape
Spring Beans
Canary Grass

1 (3%)
1 (3%)
4 (11%)
2 (5%)
2 (5%)
2 (5%)
2 (5%)
2 (5%)
2 (5%)
1 (3%)
1 (3%)

1(<1%)
1(<1%)
1(<1%)
< 1(<1%)
< 1(<1%)
< 1(<1%)
< 1(<1%)
< 1(<1%)
< 1(<1%)
< 1(<1%)
< 1(<1%)

1
1
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1

Figure 4.1 Reasons for game crop choice
Main reasons for crop choice

Number of respondents*

Suitable cover from which to drive game birds

37

Provision of supplementary food

19

Value for other wildlife

7

Ease of establishment

7

Agri-environment scheme option

4

Advice from Game Conservancy Trust

3

Ease of use on shoot day

2

Other reason

10
*(62 separate answers from 35 respondents, some giving multiple reasons)

4.1.2 Discussion
Only 5 blocks out of the 160 established by our sample were for brood rearing cover in the spring and summer. The
vast majority of game cover in the AONB is established as winter cover where birds can be held and from which they
can be driven on shoot days. Game cover in the AONB is predominantly created to provide food and cover for released
game and is composed to a large extent from maize and kale. Millet and sorghum are of secondary popularity and the
rest is made up of a wide range of 27 other plant types. There is an interest in providing wildlife value for other, nongame, species (this is shown in both the popularity of wild bird cover, nectar / bee mixes and the importance of ‘wildlife’
as a reason for crop choice). Very little has been planted in response to direct Game Conservancy Trust advice. The
ease with which a crop can become established is critical to the choice of crop. Game managers, when planning their
shooting season, may be relying on game cover crops to provide crucial drives. If these crops fail to establish then they
may have to rely too heavily on repeatedly driving coverts that have successfully established. There were several other
reasons given for crop choice and these included the aesthetic quality of the crop, its resistance to badger damage and
its primary use as forage for domestic farm animals.

4.1.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB explores the use of landscape design concepts and techniques, as used in forestry, to
enable game managers to integrate game crops more successfully into the landscape. That this advice be
applicable to the Landscape Character Assessment.

•

That the AONB discusses with local seed merchants if a guide to the best mixtures / crops for a variety of
purposes could be produced based on the Landscape Character Areas. So that integration of function and
site conditions can be achieved more effectively.
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•

That the AONB promotes the planting of game cover to landowners and farmers in the AONB, particularly
for spring and summer nesting and brood rearing habitat for wild game. This would be particularly effective
in preserving and establishing populations of Grey Partridge.

4.2 Wild Bird Cover Mixtures
In recent years the wider nature conservation benefits of game cover crops have become better appreciated. To this
end, mixtures of three crop types have been promoted as Wild Bird Seed Mix and their establishment is an option in
Environmental Stewardship. However, the majority of cover crops seem to be constituted entirely or mostly of maize,
which has a limited amount of wider conservation benefit. We wanted to know why so many people were opting for
maize or whether this was a misperception, if there were problems with wild bird cover mixtures, and we also wanted to
have as wide a look at cover crops as possible to fully understand how these crops might be affecting the landscape now
and in the future.

4.2.1 Results
There were 17 (45%) respondents to this question out of the 38 who responded to the game cover section. The most
commonly given reason (6 respondents – 35% of the 17) was that WBC is difficult to establish and there are significant
problems with weed control. Four respondents felt that there was no need for WBC as maize and millet fulfilled the
same function. Only one respondent felt that WBC was not suitable due to expense.

4.2.2 Discussion
It is important to understand that the response to this question was puzzlingly low. It is also important to understand
that the responses were generally from people who have tried to establish WBC and decided not to for various reasons.
Of these, two will try it again in the future. So the demand and interest in using WBC is there. The problems were
clearly around its establishment and maintenance, with expense and some scepticism regarding the need for it as
secondarily important.

4.2.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB discusses with local seed merchants the problems associated with the establishment and
management of WBC and if there are AONB-specific solutions that can be developed. WBC might then be
promoted to game managers in the AONB in order to increase the wildlife benefit of game cover.

•

That the AONB raises with Defra, in association with partner organisations such as GCT and CLA, ways in
which WBC can be made more appealing to farmers within agri-environment schemes.
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Species Information
5.1 Wild Game
The wild game of our chalk hills and river valleys was once the staple quarry for every sportsman and an important
component in the diet of everyone in the area from the cottager to the lord in his manor (Hudson 1910). This did not
always aid the conservation of game species, but the habitat was such that if a population was locally over-harvested,
it could re-establish over time. This changed in the first half of the Twentieth Century. As has been well documented,
populations of wild game were greatly reduced as a result of the agricultural intensification in the last sixty years. We
wanted to know to what extent wild game species were still a part of the bag at the end of a day spent shooting or
fishing in the AONB. Indeed, were some shooters, fishers and game managers not only harvesting wild game, but
relying on wild game rather than released game birds?
Lastly, when wild game is going in to the bag, how do shoot managers determine how many to shoot? The assessment
of the optimum sustainable yield is a vital component in the sustainable development (“wise use”) of our wild game. If
the off-take is too great, then it is common sense that the population will be reduced, possibly beyond recovery.

5.1.1 Results and analysis
Table 5.1 The occurrence and management of wild game species.
Wild game present

Goose
Mallard
Other wild duck
Brown hare
Woodcock
Common snipe
Brown trout
Grayling
Sea Trout
Salmon
Grey Partridge
Other wild game***

Number shoots/
fisheries where
present (%)

Number with ‘no
shooting’ policy’
(% with species)

Number of estates
who detailed bag

Average bag/ km2
Or bag/km river
(Total)

Average days
shooting/fishing

7 (16%)
32 (71%)
24 (53%)
38 (84%)
38 (84%)
18 (40%)
11 (24%)
6 (13%)
1 (2%)
2 (4%)
31 (69%)
2 (4%)

5 (16%)
3 (4%)
11 (29%)
8 (21%)
3 (17%)
4 (36%)**
3 (50%)**
1 (50%)**
12 (39%)

3
19*
12
16
23*
9
6
1
1
1
15*

1.5 (30)
6.3 (402)
3.5 (234)
4.4 (492)
1.9 (263)
1.0 (45)
15.9 (114)
21.5 (49)
2.4 (5)
1.0 (2)
0.6 (43)

3.8
6
1
1
1
29
-

* Reports of accidental shooting
** Catch and release practised – in fact the majority of fish “in bag” are released.
*** Other was quail and pheasant.

Thirty-two respondents recorded wild mallard as being present. Five of those people do not shoot mallard, but an
average annual bag of around six per kilometre of shoot area was taken, with the total bag 402 mallard from the
respondents. Five respondents organised shoot days specifically for this species, four of whom shot two or three days
while one shoot was able to put on eight days.
Other wild duck species were recorded as being present by 24 of the 45 respondents to the survey. As with mallard,
levels of shooting were low, with an average bag of 3.5 wild duck per km2, and 234 being shot in total. The number
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of days shooting that other wild duck populations were able to support was comparable with that of mallard. Four
respondents put on duck shoots, two shooting eight to ten days and two shooting three days.
The estimation for bag limit for wild mallard and other wild duck species was either down to individual judgement, or no
bag limit was set.
Hares are more common within the AONB than in most other parts of the South West region. This animal has suffered
a serious decline in the south west of England, but have persisted in the areas where there is active game management
(MacDonald et al 1995). In times easily within living memory, large numbers of brown hares were shot in a day (personal
observation) in an effort to control their effect on arable crops and forestry plantations, but this survey showed that of
the 38 respondents with hares on their land, 11 (29%) did not shoot any hares, with an average bag of 4.4 per km2, a
total of 492 shot by all respondents, with only three shooting over 100 in a year. While only one day of hare shooting
was recorded, it is worth comparing this result with the National Gamebag Census. This puts the AONB data in a
national context that shows that more hares are shot in the AONB than in many other parts of the country. Bag limits
for hares were not usually set, more commonly the shooting effort was controlled rather than the bag.
Woodcock, although quite common throughout the AONB, are not taken in large numbers. The average bag of
woodcock within our sample was only 1.9 per km2 and most people who counted woodcock in the annual bag shot less
than 15. However, this is still above the average recorded in the National Gamebag Census. Four of our respondents
organised woodcock shoot days, but only one day each. No bag limits were set, but some shoots only allowed
woodcock to be shot at for a limited time, such as after Christmas.
Nine respondents reported snipe in the bag, with an average bag of 1 snipe per km2 and no shoot recording more than
three in the bag. No bag limits were set.
The grey partridge was once so numerous and widespread that it was the staple lowland game bird of British sportsmen.
The decline of this species has been documented extensively by several authors, but none more so than the AONB
Partnership Chairman Dr G R Potts. Therefore the AONB Partnership has a special interest in this UK Biodiversity Action
Plan species and we were especially keen to gauge its status as a game bird in the area. Nearly 70% of the respondents
to the survey recorded grey partridge as being present on their land while 15 recorded the species in the annual bag,
of which the average was 0.6 per km2 of shoot, with a total of 43 shot by all respondents. No shoot recorded more
than 10 birds being shot in the year and there were no shoot days recorded specifically for grey partridge. Whether or
not grey partridge was shot was decided usually by the game manager. The grey partridge is one quarry species where
the guidelines on shooting are fairly straightforward, especially at low densities. Game Conservancy Trust advice is to
avoid shooting if by doing so you will decrease your autumn density to 20 or fewer birds per km2, and this information
is communicated to members of the Partridge Count Scheme when they join. In fact one respondent in our survey
recorded that they used this measure as a means of determining bags for grey partridge, while others only shot grey
partridge by accident. The numbers of grey partridge killed in our sample was lower than the average in the National
Gamebag Census.
Other wild game species were recorded at low levels that did not allow or warrant further analysis. This was particularly
true of the game fish, which is a reflection of the small number of fishery owners in the overall sample. However, we
are aware that even a small annual bag of wild brown trout, sea trout and salmon can generate large numbers of fishing
days, while grayling also attract a great deal of sporting interest.

5.1.2 Discussion
None of the respondents were relying on wild winged game to supply all their commercially saleable sport, or even a
large part of it. However, the attraction of the pursuit of truly wild game is obvious as very small bags (in comparison
to bags of released game birds) can generate whole shoot days. The additional challenge and mystique of wild game
would seem to add greatly to the value of a day’s shooting or fishing. This is borne out by the success of wild brown
trout fisheries which have often been able to command a premium price amongst game fishers. Wild game now
sustains low numbers of shoot days in the AONB and the result must be that it is not as valuable to the shooting
and fishing industry as it once was. This will naturally be reflected in a lower conservation effort in promoting the
populations and habitats of wild game species. While at a landscape and regional scale wild game may not be
important compared to the reared product, wild game is obviously still present on many shoots and being conserved
even though there is not a demonstrable financial return in doing so. This may be because the wild game in the
shooting bag is highly prized for its rarity and as a culinary delicacy.
In the future, duck species and brown hares would seem to offer the most promise of a return. The AONB is blessed
with rivers, lakes and ponds that attract wildlfowl and is considered to be optimum brown hare habitat by the Game
Conservancy Trust (Tapper 1999).
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The huge variety of ways in which a sustainable yield was estimated would suggest that each game manager is using
their own judgement as to the health of the current population and the level of off-take that can be applied to it. There
were no respondents who described scientific or stratified methods for estimating sustainable yield (with the exception
of one grey partridge count).

5.1.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB instigate work into how a shoot or fishery could utilise wild game to add value to the
sporting enterprise, especially from duck and hare shooting and wild brown trout fishing. Could there be a
marketing niche? What is the size of the sporting market? Would some shoots benefit by collaboration in
conserving, harvesting or marketing sporting opportunities for wild game?

•

That the AONB develops, jointly with other bodies, “rule of thumb” guidelines for estimating sustainable
yield from a selection of commonly shot wild game species and organises trials of the method. The
guidelines for the grey partridge may be a good starting point.

5.2 Deer
The AONB boundary is based, in its southern extent, around the approximate Outer Bounds of Cranborne Chase. The
Chase was a hunting area for deer in the past, particularly fallow deer. We wanted to know the mix of deer species in
the AONB in the modern era and to get an idea of how important they are as quarry species.
Deer are of major conservation concern in the AONB as regards the increased number of species and higher density
found in the area in comparison to thirty years ago. Nature conservation agencies and charities are becoming
increasingly aware that deer are having a negative impact on native plant communities and habitats that support
vulnerable species. Having said that, it is also true that deer are a natural part of the British countryside and their
presence at low densities has a positive impact on plant and invertebrate biodiversity. With the Deer Act due to be
modified in the near future, we wanted to get a broad idea on how the impact of various species is perceived by game
managers and to what extent the populations are being culled.

5.2.1 Results and analysis
Table 5.8 Deer species and their management in the AONB.
Deer species present

Number of
respondents

Average bag / km2

Roe

42

4.7 (891)

Fallow

17

2.6 (183)

Muntjac

11

1.0 (31)

Red

1

0.5 (1)

Sika

4

0.1 (1)

Impact

Severe
Great
In Balance
Negligible
Severe
Great
In Balance
Negligible
Severe
Great
In Balance
Negligible
Severe
Great
In Balance
Negligible
Severe
Great
In Balance
Negligible

Average bag / km2

1 (2%)
10 (24%)
24 (59%)
6 (15%)
2 (13%)
2 (13%)
4 (25%)
8 (50%)
1 (10%)
9 (90%)
1 (100%)
3 (100%)

6.5
3.7
5.9
1.5
1.2
4.9
4.2
1.6

0.5
1.1

0.5

0.1

When asked about the general impact that the deer were having on the land over which they manage game, the replies
showed some consistency between species. The low occurrence of muntjac, sika and red meant that they were regarded
as having either a negligible impact or that the population was in balance with the environment (a population that is
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regarded as being “in balance” could be so due to culling). A broad interpretation of the results reveals that 75% of
respondents regarded roe and fallow impact as being either negligible or in balance while 25% thought that it was
either severe or great.
When we asked respondents about their culling operations, the 33 people who had shot roe deer in the past year had
accounted for 754 animals between them. The numbers of fallow culled were smaller (183) and most were being taken
in the centre of the AONB, with low numbers on the periphery.
Of the 34 respondents who answered the questions regarding roe stalking, half the sample had either gifted the stalking
or retained the sporting value for themselves, while the other half had realised part or all of the stalking value by selling
the stalking in one or more ways. Often there was a mix of responses, perhaps signifying that trophy specimens were
let, while the culling of other individuals was handled ‘in house’ The numbers of roe outings that were sold varied
considerably, with a total of 237 sold from all those who had sold outings. On those estates that sold outings, a total of
424 roe deer were culled; nearly half the total that were shot).
Most of the fallow stalking was sold (210 outings per year - 183 fallow deer were culled), as was some muntjac and sika
stalking.

5.2.2 Discussion
Deer species, especially roe and fallow, are distributed across the AONB. From anecdotal information gathered by the
AONB team in the last two years, there is no area of the AONB that has no deer. There is a ubiquitous population of roe,
a population of fallow centred on Cranborne Chase, muntjac are becoming more common in the north of the AONB
and sika and red are appearing more often in the south west and south east of the AONB respectively. The data that
was gathered for this survey was not designed to yield good distribution data, but to give us a broad picture. There
are inherent problems in trying to count deer numbers or accurately measure population density (Mayle et al 1999)
and there is no realistic hope that we will be able to calculate a population estimate for the AONB for any deer species.
However, Richard Prior, a resident of Cranborne Chase, has studied the roe of this area for about four decades and
has produced some guideline densities for woodland habitat. The adoption of a similarly practical approach may offer
solutions for land owners in the AONB.
Game managers in the survey were generally of the opinion that deer were not having a major impact on the land over
which they operated. About a quarter of our sample thought that deer were having a great or severe impact. When we
asked game managers to suggest developments that would help them manage deer, the suggestions all related to roe.
The six responses asked for more roe to be culled and for there to be options to manage field and woodland edges to
facilitate stalking and carcase extraction.
When it came to deer as a sporting quarry, the value of the stalking was apparent and it is certainly the case that deer
are still a highly valued sporting quarry in the AONB.

5.2.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB works with the Deer Initiative and other interested parties to develop better information
exchange between game managers and other land managers across the AONB.

•

That the AONB explores the requirements for an increased cull such as better venison market, increased
sporting value, targeted culling.

•

That the AONB explores ways in which to keep a watching brief over population and distribution changes in
the species of deer present in the landscape.

•

That the AONB discusses with Natural England and Forestry Commission how Environmental Stewardship
and England Woodland Grant Scheme applications / options can be improved to promote better and more
efficient deer management.
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5.3 Pests and Predators
Some species of mammal and bird are regarded as pests of agriculture and forestry, so we wanted to know the extent
to which pest species formed a part of the game bag and the kinds of numbers that were being destroyed. Predatory
species are managed as part of game conservation activities and we wanted to gain an idea of the impact that this might
be having on their populations.

5.3.1 Results
Table 5.11 Occurrence and management of pest and predator species.
Pest and predators present

Number of respondents

Percent

Average bag/km2 (total)

Fox
Stoat
Weasel

44
38
35

98
84
78

4.1 (759)
0.3 (62)
0.2 (43)

Mink

14

31

0.1 (12)

Rat
Rabbit
Grey squirrel
Other mammal*
Magpie
Crow
Pigeon
Other birds**
Pike

40
42
41
9
42
41
42
16
6

89
93
91
20
93
91
93
36
13

13.3 (1880)
48.3 (6369)
5.9 (1805)
3.2 (602)
4.5 (1738)
44.6 (10,030)
-

Predominate method of
control

Shooting (65%)
Trap (73%)
Trap (57%)
Shooting = trap
(50%)
Poison (45%)
Shooting (83%)
Shooting (70%)
Trap (53%)
Shooting (56%)
Shooting (100%)
-

*These included badger, polecats and otters, not controlled but presents.
**These included cormorants (culled under licence), jays, rooks, and jackdaws.

5.3.2 Analysis and discussion
All but one of the species that we asked about, the exception being mink, occurred across most of the sample area.
Mink are both restricted to riparian habitats and may be becoming less common in the South West as otters return
to our rivers (personal observation). Otter figured as an entry in one respondent’s “other mammal” category, as did
badger and polecat. These were added for completeness as predatory mammals that are present, not because they were
targeted by control methods.
The numbers of pests and predators that were destroyed showed a huge variation among respondents, as would be
expected in such a diverse sample. In comparison with data from the National Gamebag Census, most predator and
pest control operations in the AONB are killing fewer animals than average with the exception of the fox, which is being
killed in numbers well above the national average. In order to use predator and pest bags as an index of population
size a measure of control effort would be needed; the approved methods of surveying this were beyond the scope of
this survey (keeping detailed diaries of time spent lamping and the area covered, numbers of traps, area covered by trap
lines, time for which traps are set etc.). It is therefore difficult to say much as regards the pest/predator population in the
AONB from these figures but they do give a measure of the relative importance that game managers give to control of
each species.

Fox population control throughout the AONB.
Number of Foxes killed in one year

Shooting was by far the most common method with 35 using shooting
with rifle or shotgun as their only or principle method. Two out of 44
respondents used snaring as their principle method. No respondent
reported fox control as yielding any revenue.
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Reynolds and Tapper found fox density in the spring to be almost exactly
1/km2 on an 11 km2 site within the AONB during 1985-7. A later
spotlamp survey on an 87 mile route around Cranborne Chase and
surrounding areas in 1999 (Reynolds, Heydon & Short, unpublished) found
an autumn density of 3.3 foxes/km2. Each pair of foxes produces at
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least two cubs and may have non-breeding adults associated with them
(Corbet & Harris 1991). This indicates a spring population of foxes in
the AONB of 981 and an autumn population of 3,237. When compared
with the densities described by Heydon and Reynolds, these results
suggest a stable population kept in check by culling (Heydon & Reynolds
2000). Most respondents were undertaking some degree of fox control,
killing either a few foxes or a few tens of foxes. This is in line with past
research; that in areas managed for game, fox abundance is likely to be
limited by the control effort (Tapper 1999).

Stoat and weasel population control in the AONB.
Trapping was the predominant method, with only four and three
respondents using guns to kill stoats and weasels respectively.
Number of stoats and weasels
killed in one year
25
Stoats

Weasels

20
15
10
5
0

0
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11-19
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Stoat and weasel populations are strongly affected by the distribution
and abundance of their prey. They can react quickly to fluctuations
in prey numbers due to their high reproductive potential. Stoats feed
predominantly on rabbits and weasels predominantly on voles (McDonald
2000). When rabbits increase voles decrease, so where rabbits are
plentiful, stoats can be found in good numbers, but not weasels; and vice
versa (Tapper 1999). It is quite possible that Environmental Stewardship
and new broadleaved woodlands may provide better vole habitat with
a consequent rise in the population of weasels. Stoat populations are
likely to be highest in areas where rabbits are reasonably plentiful and
here typical territory size might be 20 ha for a female (Sleeman 1989).
About two-thirds of our sample of game managers did not kill any stoats
or weasels in the previous year. The reduction of stoat populations,
particularly where wild game bird populations are being re-established,
is seen as being highly important. However, with about a third of the
sample area being gamekeepered on a voluntary basis, running an
effective trap line may be impracticable.

Number of Rats killed in one year
25

Rat population control in the AONB.

20

There was more diversity in the methods used to destroy rats.
Overwhelmingly respondents employed poisoning and were therefore
uncertain as to how many rats they had accounted for, but four people
used shooting, two used trapping and two used dogs as their main
methods.
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Number of Rabits killed in one year

Rabbit population control in the AONB,

15

Rabbits were nearly always destroyed by shooting with 26 respondents
using that method while only one respondent used either ferreting,
gassing or trapping as their principle method. Only one respondent
reported that rabbits brought in any revenue and this was not the shoot
that had the highest rabbit bag.
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The rabbit population in the sample seemed to be patchy as one
respondent did not record rabbits as present and others seem to have
few rabbits, judging by the occurrence of that species in the game bag.
However, there can be few areas without any rabbits and the population
is generally stable across Britain (JNCC 2007). The national population is
currently estimated at 37,500,000 (Harris et al 1995). While we consider
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this species as a pest in this report, it is important to remember that rabbit
grazing is vital in creating and preserving some short chalkland swards.
Rabbits are the most serious vertebrate pest of agriculture. With rising
grain prices, this impact will become more economically significant in the
future and should provide a good argument for small, amateur game
shoots to prove their worth to agricultural land owners. Rabbit numbers
may be reduced by natural predation, so if game managers eliminate
predators then they should assume the responsibility for the control of
rabbit populations. However, only one respondent recorded gaining any
revenue from rabbits, so it would seem that what was formerly a staple
quarry species has now been relegated to purely pest status. Rabbits have
been a very popular sporting quarry species in the past and there is no
reason why this should not be so in the future. Rabbit meat is undergoing
a resurgence in its popularity and they are now eminently saleable.

Grey squirrel population control in the AONB
Surprisingly, only seven respondents were employing the recommended
method of warfarin poisoning from bait hoppers. The most common
method was shooting with 17 respondents using that method and three
employing traps. No respondent reported grey squirrel control as yielding
any revenue.

Number of grey squirrels
killed in one year
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Number of Crows and Magpies
killed in one year

Magpie and carrion crow population control in the AONB.
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There are about 7,200 ha of Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland in the
AONB which, assuming a density of 8 per ha (Corbet & Harris 1991),
could support a population of about 57,600 squirrels in this one type of
woodland alone. Grey squirrels live for 4-5 years and have about three
young twice a year. Squirrels rarely cause serious damage to timber crops
at densities below 5 per ha. (Mayle 2004), but there can be few wooded
areas of the AONB with summer population densities as low as that.
Squirrel damage is having a serious effect on broadleaved woodlands in
the AONB by bark-stripping, particularly in beech crops, but they are also
having a deleterious effect on the distribution and conservation status
of a wide range of woodland birds, plants, mammals and invertebrates
(Hewson 2004). Survey respondents were typically killing low numbers
of squirrels in the previous year and about one third of the sample
carried out no squirrel control at all. Estimating squirrel abundance
and monitoring the success of the control method is time consuming
and requires specialist knowledge (Gurnell 2001). The seeming lack of
Warfarin poisoning may be underlain by the uncertain future of Warfarin
supplies. If the numerous articles in the sporting press, particularly the
magazines devoted to air weapons, are anything to go by, then squirrels
are a favoured quarry species for many shooters. There could be a market
for squirrel shooting and the meat from grey squirrels is prized as a
delicacy across their native range.

101-1000

Trapping, particularly using the highly effective Larsen trap, was the
predominant method of destroying crows and magpies with 16 and 22
respondents respectively using that method, while 10 and 12 people
respectively used shooting as their main method.
Magpie territories tend to be about 5 ha (Birkhead 1991) and if there
is contiguous coverage across the AONB that would give us a spring
population of between 1,500 and 2,000 pairs. However, the true
population is likely to be less than this due to the open nature of much of
the landscape and the high level of control in certain areas. The national
population of carrion crow is undergoing rapid increase (BTO, 2006).
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Many gamekeepers regard themselves as struggling with rising corvid
populations and one has likened it to trying to stop the tide coming in
(personal communication.) The exact relationship between the success of
ground nesting birds and the predatory effect of magpies and crows has
not been accurately quantified. However, there is excellent evidence that
when corvid numbers are suppressed (as part of a wider predator control
programme), ground nesting birds breed more successfully as a result; as
shown clearly in the Game Conservancy Trust’s work on grey partridges on
Salisbury Plain. This is evidence enough for the practical game manager.
The figures from this survey show that game managers are capable of
killing significant numbers of magpies and crows and have the means to
target breeding pairs as well as non-breeding adults.

Wood pigeon culling in the AONB.
Number of Wood Pigeons killed in one year
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Shooting was the only method used to kill pigeons. Only two managers
reported that pigeon shooting yielded any revenue; these were not the
two shoots with the highest bags. This was a surprise to the authors
as the British population of wood pigeon is undergoing a rapid increase
(BTO 2006). The wood pigeon is also a very popular sporting bird all year
round; a trawl through the sporting press confirms this with a number of
articles on pigeon shooting and advertisements for associated equipment.
This should be a highly saleable sporting bird. There seems to be a
high demand for the sporting opportunity to help with its control, it is a
serious pest of arable agriculture and its meat is on sale in many pubs and
butchers in the AONB.
In addition to the species considered in detail, game managers had also
destroyed 17 cormorants under licence, 56 jays, 51 rooks, 250 jackdaws
and 150 pike.

5.3.3 Discussion
Other pests and predators
Badgers figured greatly in the informal conversations with Dr Rich during interviews, almost every interviewee expressed
concern over the effect that badgers may be having on cover crops, game populations and other wildlife such as
hedgehogs.
Polecat also figured in the returns, with one recorded as having been killed. Polecats and ferrets can be very hard to tell
apart, but this protected animal appears to be making a come back in the AONB and game managers need to be aware
of its presence in order to avoid killing polecats as “by-catch” in other control operations.

5.3.4 Recommendation
•

That the AONB should promote rabbit as a sporting quarry species, promote rabbit control as a benefit of
good game management and as a local delicacy

•

That the AONB should promote the effective methods of squirrel control, particularly live trapping.

•

That the AONB should discuss with the Forestry Commission how innovation and cooperative action in
squirrel control might best be encouraged.

•

That the AONB should explore ways in which pigeon shooting can be marketed to add value to existing
sporting enterprises

•

That the AONB should raise with Natural England the problems that game managers and farmers are having
with badgers.

•

That the AONB should explore with conservation agencies ways in which the true status of rare predatory
mammals such as otter and polecat can be quantified and game managers made aware of the need for
their conservation.
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5.4 Released game
“Game”, if we ignore legal definitions, was once a term used exclusively for the “wild beasts of the chase”. These
species were inherently wild and the term “game” was used in part to differentiate between the wild animals pursued
for sport and food and the domestic animals kept purely for food. In the last 100 years the status of game has changed
and the differentiation between ‘domestic’ and ‘wild’ has become blurred. The major game species in the AONB
are pheasant and red-legged partridge. In recent years there has been increasing concern that intensive releasing of
pheasant and partridge might be damaging natural habitats and causing declines in populations of invertebrates.
While this has not been supported by research, the concern continues. We wanted to know to what extent releasing
of gamebirds occurred in the AONB, which species were being released and the methods that were being used. We
wanted to understand the true situation in the AONB rather than relying on an increasingly polarised debate. Then, if
there turns out to be sustainability issues, we will be in a position to assist game managers to identify and effect change.
Lastly, we wanted to get an idea of the annual game harvest in the AONB in terms of the percentage return on the birds
released.

5.4.1 Results
To ask merely how many partridges and pheasants were being released would have been neither meaningful nor
informative in regard to the sustainability of the operation. What we were most interested in was the intensity of the
release programmes (release on an area basis) rather than the overall number released. It would have been most helpful
as far as pheasants are concerned to have an idea of the amount of woodland that these birds are released into but
it was felt that this information may have been difficult for some managers to supply. The Game Conservancy Trust
regards most of the AONB as being either optimum or sub-optimum (but suitable) habitat for pheasants and red-legged
partridge (Tapper 1999). While the effects of high intensity red-legged partridge releases is the subject of continuing
research, the Game Conservancy Trust has summarised past research into pheasant release and produced some
guidelines. Broadly speaking, releases of 10 – 12 pheasants per hectare (total landholding) into good habitat will not
cause significant detriment to conservation interests. However, releases of over 20 pheasants per hectare (or 2000 per
km2) are likely to cause ecological damage. (Tapper 1999).
Of the 45 respondents, 40 (89%) gave details of the number of pheasants released and 25 (55%) detailed red-legged
partridge releases. In total over 115,000 pheasants and 81,000 red legs were released.
Table 5.12 Pheasant and partridge release in the AONB.
Species released

Shoots releasing

Average release/km2
(total)

Average return

Average pens/km2
shoot*

Average birds/pen

Pheasants
Red-legged
partridge

40 (89%)

431 (115,159)

52%

1.2 (207)

430

25 (55%)

331 (81,378)

39%

2.3 (249)

210

*Not all shoots reported how many pens they released into.
The three shoots with the highest density of pheasant releases were under 400 ha in size, whilst the three shoots with
the highest density of red leg releases were all shoots who employed a full time keeper but varied in size from 300 to
over 3000 ha in size.

5.4.2 Analysis
The question of release density is further complicated by the number of sites from which the birds are released in to
the wild and in what habitat the release pens are located. The Game Conservancy Trust has produced a guideline for
pheasant density in a release pen of 700 pheasants per each hectare of pen in woods that have conservation interest
(ancient woodlands for example - Sage 2003). We asked how many release sites were used, where they were located
and whether these sites had densities above or below the guideline density.
When it came to compliance with the recommended density of pheasants in the release pens, over half the 39
respondents to this question – 22 (56%) - said that their stocking rate was less than 700 ha-1, while 10 (26%) of them
said it was the equal to this and 7 (18%) had exceeded this threshold.
The numbers of partridge release pens differed across a much greater range due to the different release method
employed for this species. Out of the 23 answers received for this part of the question, 2 were using between 50 and
100 pens, 3 were using between 10 and 50 pens and the majority, 18 shoots, were using 10 or less.
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5.4.3 Discussion
The game managers in our sample had released 115,159 pheasants and 81,378 red-legged partridges in the previous
year. The average proportion of pheasants harvested from those released was 52% and 39% for red-legged partridges.
Numerically large releases cannot be assumed to be unsustainable if the habitat and land area are of suitable quality and
extent respectively. By looking at density rather than size, we found that the highest pheasant densities occurred on
mid-sized land holdings with highly intensive release programmes. The smaller a land holding is, the greater is the effort
required to achieve sustainability.
The majority of shoots, 75%, had six release pens or less. The number of release sites is greatly affected by labour
resources. Gamekeepers are most busy at the time of year when birds have recently “gone to wood” in to the release
pens and there may be birds left on the rearing field as well. As gamekeepers in the AONB tend to be either volunteers,
part time or lone workers, they are not able to service many different release sites. The number of red-legged partridges
released varied greatly, but they are mostly released into arable habitats at low densities.
The general picture that we see from our survey is very positive. At the landscape scale, the releasing of reared game in
the AONB is not characteristically a high intensity operation. Mostly, pheasants and red-legged partridges are released
into good habitat from a number of pens that are generally compliant with recommended stocking rates. However the
AONB is concerned that a few birds are being released from release pens over and above the recommended densities,
a few shoots are releasing at levels that will cause ecological damage even in optimum habitat and no release sites
should be located in Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland, on designated chalk grasslands and only with great care in conifer
plantations on Ancient Woodland Sites.

5.4.4 Recommendation
•

That the AONB and the GCT Advisory service and other advisors distribute best practice guidance on
stocking rates and releasing. Training days might be organised to demonstrate the benefits of best practice.

•

That the AONB encourages and facilitates the adoption of shoot assurance, particularly amongst voluntary
and smaller shoots.

5.5 Other species
While we knew that red-legged partridges and pheasants were the main species of released game, we did not know if
there were other species being released. While the release of animals into the wild is greatly curtailed by Part 1, Section
14 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (it is illegal to release in to the wild any animal or plant that is not ordinarily
present in, or a visitor to, Britain), we wanted to know if any other species were being released in significant numbers.

5.5.1 Results
Table 5.13 Other species release in the sample
Number of brown trout released

number of respondents (n=2)

0
2000

1
1

Other game released

Other game

Duck (1 respondent)
Guinea fowl (1 respondent)
Mallard (1 respondent)

200
6
300

Table 5.14 percentage returns for other species
% return for grey partridge

number of replies

8

1

n=2

% return brown trout

Number of replies

33

1

Other game % return

number of replies

(n=1) Percentage return

Mallard

1

75%

1n
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5.5.2 Discussion
Very little releasing was carried out by our sample of game managers other than with red-legged partridge and
pheasant.

5.6 Invasive alien species
According to the Convention on Biological Diversity, invasive alien species represent the greatest threat to global
biodiversity after habitat loss. In other protected landscapes, such as Cornwall AONB and Killarney National Park, major
projects have been in progress to eradicate invasive plant species such as rhododendron and Japanese knotweed because
of the threat to biodiversity, landscape character and the economy. In the past, alien species have been introduced either
as game animals, as ornamental animals, or as cover for game birds. While the game managers of years gone by may
not have known any better, the modern land manager is left with a legacy of grey squirrel, laurel and rhododendron.
Sustainable development is not only concerned with creating conditions in which the heritage we receive can be passed
on intact to future generations. It is also concerned with providing solutions to the problems we inherited so that the
heritage we pass on is enhanced and strengthened.
Extirpating alien invasive species, or reducing their impact, is a keystone objective for sustainable land management.
Therefore we wanted to know if game managers were aware of invasive alien species as a problem and what actions, if
any, they were taking.

5.6.1 Results
Table 5.15 Presence of Alien Invasive Species in the sample
Species

Cherry laurel
Rhododendron
Himalayan balsam
Japanese knotweed

Present

Left alone

Managed as game cover

Being eradicated

6
10
2
4

1 (17%)
3 (30%)
-

2 (33%)
2 (20%)
-

1 (17%)
5 (50%)
1 (50%)
2 (50%)

5.6.2 Discussion
The plant species listed above are very common and few land holdings in the AONB will have none of them, some have
got all and more besides. The low number of returns would indicate that this issue is not high on game managers’ list of
priorities. There are a few people attempting to manage laurel and rhododendron, but more worrying are the anecdotal
reports of these species being planted into woodlands in the belief that they will make suitable game cover (personal
observation).

5.6.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB prepares guidance for game managers regarding the identification and threats from alien
invasive species, particularly the four plants in the survey.

•

That the AONB seeks to combat invasive alien species in land management projects whenever possible.

•

That the AONB encourages cooperative action among game and land managers to reduce or eradicate
alien invasive species at a landscape scale by the production of guidance, assistance in obtaining grants if
necessary and training in eradication methods.

•

That the AONB works with other organisations to ensure that the best and latest information can be passed
on to land managers.
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Socio-economic
Information
6.1 Days of shooting and fishing
There are a limited number of days available to shoot game or catch fish in the AONB.
extent these are being used by game shooters and fishers.

We wanted to know to what

6.1.2 Results and analysis
Table 6.1 Dates and extent of open seasons in the AONB. (n. b: open seasons for deer species may be altered in the
future.)
Game species

Open season dates (inclusive) in the AONB

Pheasant
Partridge (red-legged and grey)
Ducks and geese
Ducks and geese in Somerset
Salmon
Brown trout - rivers
Brown trout – enclosed water
Rainbow trout - rivers
Rainbow trout – enclosed water
Grayling, pike and other coarse fish
Brown hares
All female deer (not muntjac)
Fallow deer - males
Roe deer males
Muntjac

Days available in the AONB (depending on
the date of Christmas Day)

1 Oct - 1 Feb (not Sundays or
Christmas Day)
Sept 1 - Feb 1 (not Sundays or
Christmas Day)
Sept 1 - Jan 31
Sept 1 - Jan 31 (not Sundays)
1 Feb - 31 Aug
1 April - 15 Oct
17 March - 14 Oct
1 April - 15 Oct
No closed season
16 June - 14 March
No closed season on enclosed land,
except Sundays and Christmas Day
1 Nov - Feb 28/9
Aug 1 - April 30
April 1 - Oct 31
No closed season

106-7
132-3
153
131
212
198
212
198
365
302
312-3
120-1
273
214
365

Pheasant and partridge combined: 132/3 - Average is 15.56

Table 6.1 Number of shooting days that took place in the survey sample.
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Numbers of
days on which
shooting or
fishing took
place

Number of
respondents

1-5

6

16.21

6-10

17

45.95

% of the sample (37 people responded to this question)

50
40
30

11-20

7

18.9

20
21-40

6

16.21

41+

1

2.7

10
0

6.1.2 Discussion
There are just over 132 days of each year when the typical AONB shoot, concentrating on red-legged partridge and
pheasant, can pursue their sport. The majority of shoots are operating on less than twenty days in total. Only one shoot
in our sample operated on more than 40 days.

6.2 The bag numbers
The size of the bag (the total head of game killed in one day) is one of the most contentious issues in field sports. In
times gone by, huge numbers of pheasants and partridges were killed in a day (see Appendix 1 of “The Big Shots.
Edwardian shooting parties”. by JG Ruffer published by Debrett’s Peerage Ltd, 1977), but in recent times there has been
more onus on the quality of the sport rather than the amount of birds killed. However, sport shooting (and to a certain
extent fishing) is sold on the basis of how many birds are killed on a day by each gun. The success of “put and take”
shooting and fishing is assessed by the numbers of cartridges fired per bird killed, or the percentage of the released birds
that go into the bag by the end of the season. This has kept the focus firmly on the “numbers game” and we wanted
to find out whether shooting and fishing in the AONB was typified by big or small bags and whether this was typical of
data from other studies.

6.2.1 Results and analysis
Head of
game shot

Number of
replies

Percent of each

0-50

13

31.71%

35
30

50-100

14

34.15%

25
20
15

100-200

11

26.83%

10
5

200-500

3

7.32%

0
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6.2.4 Discussion
Out of the total sample of 45, 41 respondents answered this question. The majority of shoots, 93%, shot less than 200
birds on a typical shoot day. Indeed, 66% of shoots - two thirds - were killing less than 100 birds in a day. Typically,
there will be between eight and ten people shooting each day, so with each person shooting less than 10 birds in a day,
the majority of AONB shoots cannot be said to be typified as “big bag” shoots (personal observation).

6.3 Travelling Time
Since the 1960’s, managers in protected areas have been attempting to place financial values on the natural and cultural
heritage that they preserve. One of the more successful attempts was to measure the value that people place on an area
by asking them how far they travelled to get there. The underlying idea is that people are prepared to travel further in
order to obtain better “environmental goods” such as access to a National Park or to take part in a particular activity
such as fishing or shooting (Hendee 1990). We wanted to know how far people were prepared to travel to take part in
game shooting and fishing in the AONB so that we might, in the future, be able to make comparative judgements over
time and space.

6.3.1 Results and analysis
We asked about two sets of people: syndicate members, family and friends, and then sporting guests. Dealing with
syndicate members, family and friends first, we found that 40% of the sample travelled less than one hour and 60%
said that some people travelled more than one hour to attend a day’s shooting or fishing. This is perhaps not surprising
in an area where the game resource is largely owned by the people who manage it. However, we also found that 38%
of guests travelled less than one hour, 48% travelled between one and three hours and 10% had guests that travelled
various distances in all three categories. Most of the people who shoot or fish in our sample came from within or close
to the region. Only one person in our survey catered for guests from abroad.

6.3.2 Recommendation
•

That the AONB discusses with respondents whether a cooperative marketing strategy for field sports providers
across the AONB would be welcome and bring benefits to the commercial sector.

6.4 Tied Housing
The availability of affordable housing is perhaps the most important issue in the communities of the AONB.
Gamekeeping is usually regarded as a residential job and tied housing is often supplied. We wanted to know if housing
was till being offered as part of an employment package.

6.4.1 Results
Table 6.4 Tied Housing for game management employees
Tied housing provided for the gamekeeper

Number of estates with a gamekeeper

Percentage of estates with gamekeeper who
provided with housing

16

25

64

Of the 16 shoots that provided housing, 8 (50%) had full time keepers and 8 had part time keepers. The average size
of a shoot providing tied housing was 1,140 ha. No full time gamekeeper was without a tied house, though 2 full time
stalkers did not receive housing. Those estates that provided part time keepers with tied housing were not statistically
larger than those that did not, nor were their annual total bag numbers larger.

6.4.2 Discussion
Salaries for full time keepers are probably in the region of £16,000 pa (estimated by comparison with equivalent jobs
specifications in Nix 2004 and Forestry Commission, 2006). This equates to a mortgage of £64,000 or £128,000 if there
is a partner in a similarly paid job. (Average household income, usually comprised of two incomes plus investments, in
the AONB is £27,144 CC&WWD AONB 2006). Prices for family homes in the AONB range from £153,000 to £695,000
with the average for a 3 - 4 bedroom house in the Nadder Valley being £435,000 (overall average house price in the
AONB was £229,500 in 2002). This average was calculated from the 42 three and four bedroom properties for sale in
the Nadder Valley in December 2006. The rental values for this type of property in the same area range from £700 per
calendar month to £1,200 per calendar month. Therefore tied housing is necessary if the AONB is to retain full time
professional gamekeepers.
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6.4.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB assesses the amount of tied housing in the AONB and seeks to remind planning authorities
of the need for housing of this type for key employees, explaining the impact that this has on the ability of
landowners to manage the land and maintain landscape character.

6.5 The voluntary effort
Volunteering is major socio-economic force in society. It is widely believed that becoming involved in voluntary activities
has significant health benefits and the degree to which people are involved is a measure of a sustainable community.
Volunteering in the UK received a major boost during 2005, which was ‘badged’ as “The Year of the Volunteer”.
We wanted to know how many people went beating and picking up in the AONB and whether these people were
local to the shoots or came from further afield. We wanted to uncover some of the hidden social benefits of game
management, as opposed to the commercial ideas and the business side to the sports.

6.5.1 Results and analysis
Number of beaters

Number of respondents

1-5

5

15

6-10

15

12

11-15

14

9

15-20

7

6

21-25

0

3

25-30

1

0

1-5

6-10 11-15 15-20

21-25 25-30

Average of 10 beaters on a day, the majority of whom (70%) come from the local area.

Figure 6.4 Numbers of pickers-up on a shoot day
Number of pickers
up each day

Percent of the sample

1

8.11

2

29.73

40

3

40.54

30

4

8.11

20

5

2.7

6

10.81

50

10
0

Table 6.6 Numbers of Pickers up on a shoot day and the distance they travel.
Where do beaters and pickers up come from?

Don’t know where they come from
Local
Some local, some further afield

Number of replies

2
27
10

6.5.2 Discussion
Within fieldsports, particularly shooting, voluntary contributions of labour have always been an important aspect of
shoot management. Beaters and pickers-up may be paid a small amount on shoot days to reimburse their expenses
and recognise their contribution, but most of these people go beating to learn more about the countryside, to enjoy a
day out with friends and neighbours and to enjoy the camaraderie of a cooperative activity in the fresh air. There can
also be significant side benefits in the form of such things as sport shooting or fishing opportunities and access to game
meat. From the perspective of the AONB Management Plan, in which there is strong support for volunteering across all
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age groups, beating and picking up has a great deal to recommend it. It is an activity that can bring people in the same
locality together, bring people from different generations together and has no inherent bias towards young or old, male
or female. It is a genuinely inclusive community activity that promotes healthy outdoor exercise and an appreciation of
the landscape and culture of the AONB.
If the sample is extrapolated to cover the whole AONB (sample size was 38% of the total AONB area), and it is assumed
that every shoot operates on the same day, then there would be 118 shoots, with 1,180 beaters, 354 pickers-up and
close to a thousand people shooting. A total of 2,534 people, or 8.5% of the population of the AONB.
How does this compare with major sports such as cricket and football? Within the AONB there are estimated to be 26
football teams. We guessed that each team required a minimum of 20 participants in order to field 11 players and this
gives us a total participation of 520 with about 290 people actually playing football on a Saturday afternoon when all
the teams are in action; 0.96% of the population of the AONB. Cricket is much harder to evaluate as village cricket
teams tend to be somewhat amorphous organisations and there are many people who regularly play for village and pub
teams who live as far afield as London and Oxford. Therefore the estimate of 300 participants in village cricket in the
AONB has to be taken with an even bigger pinch of salt than the figures for football, but what both these estimates
accomplish is a comparison between the two major national sports and shooting sports in the AONB. As a participatory
sport, game shooting is inherently more inclusive across age, sex, ability, income and fitness than cricket and football
and, since no special facilities are required, is far more widespread across communities. If we were able to add the
participation in fishing then fieldsports in the AONB would dwarf cricket and football in their capacity to deliver public
benefits such as taking healthy exercise, relaxation and reducing social exclusion.

6.5.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB discuss with game managers and National Organisation of Beaters and Pickers-up how
beating and picking up might be encouraged across the AONB, particularly amongst young people.

•

That the AONB carries out additional surveying of beating as a local cultural and sporting activity to uncover
age range, frequency participation, etc.

6.6 Over-night accommodation
Use tourism data to accentuate the importance of this activity commercially and in spreading the economic benefit
throughout the community.
Each night a domestic visitor stays in the AONB is worth approximately £140 and each overseas visitor night is worth
about £450 (CC&WWD AONB, 2005) to the local economy of the AONB. We wanted to know to what extent game
management was contributing to visitation within the AONB.

6.6.1 Results and analysis
Table 6.7 Over night accommodation generated in the sample
Number of respondents that have guests that stay in over night accommodation

13
IF YES, how many over night stays per year

number of replies

5
6
8
10
16
20
25
30
50
60
120
Total over night stays: 350

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

6.6.2 Comparison with Southwest Tourism data
In 2003, the last year for which we have data, there were 465,000 visitors to the AONB who stayed the night. These
visitor nights were made during 117,700 trips, so a typical visit to area might be for three or four nights. The visits
were made by 69% domestic visitors and 31% overseas visitors (CC&WWD AONB, 2005). Our sample of 42 game
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managers included 11 people who had visiting guns and rods that stayed over night. These amounted to 350 over
night stays or 0.08% of total over night stays. However, if we only look at the overnight stays in hotels and bed and
breakfast accommodation (22,500), then these 11 small businesses have contributed 1.5% of the over night stays. If we
extrapolate the sample to the rest of the AONB, this figure rises to 4.1%.
The Cambridge Model used in the Southwest Tourism study to analyse the data rounds up to the nearest thousand for
overnight stays. The raw data suffered from the fact that the AONB spans administrative boundaries and there were
difficulties in cutting the data to the boundary. It was felt by the AONB team that this had caused some over estimation
of visitor numbers. The contribution to tourism in the AONB by game management associated visitors also occurs out of
the regular tourist season, so its value in sustaining serviced accommodation has undoubtedly been underestimated.

6.6.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB, in any future work with serviced accommodation providers, should ask specifically how
many visitors and visits are associated with shooting and fishing activities and the value they bring to the
business.

6.7 Refreshments
A shared meal or refreshment break is an important part of all field sports undertaken by groups of people. Field sports
such as these are first and foremost a social activity. We wanted to know what impact this side of game management
might be having on the local economy.
Local provenance of foodstuffs is an important part of a sustainable lifestyle. Common sense dictates that the price we
pay for food should be comprised primarily of the cost of production rather than transport. We wanted to know if this
sustainability message (and opportunity to market local products) had reached game managers in the AONB.

6.7.1 Results and analysis
Table 6.8 Provenance of refreshments on shoot days
Refreshments during the day

Everyone brings own food
Home cooked meal provided
Refreshments through local
contractor
Meal arranged at local hostelry
Other arrangement
Do you insist on locally sourced ingredients

No
YES always
YES as far as we can

Number of replies

Percentage

2
20

5
50

9

23

4
5

10
13

Number of replies

Percentage

10
7
20

27
19
54

6.7.2 Discussion
Of the forty people who responded to this question, only two did not provide food and other refreshments during the
day. Half of the sample provided a home-cooked meal while the other half was split between using a local pub or other
arrangement and the use of a local contractor. This result supports the idea of field sports as a social activity. It also
indicated that one of the most immediate economic impacts that shooting and fishing might have on the local economy
would be the servicing of food and drink.
Three quarters of the sample said that they always insisted on locally sourced ingredients or attempted to do so, but
27% of the respondents did not do so which was surprising for people who are harvesting wild game. The reasons why
this was happening were not revealed by our data. It may well be that the “home cooked” percentage of the sample is
prepared by volunteers who are buying ingredients based on price rather than provenance.

6.7.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB attempts to find out the extent to which hostelries and local businesses rely on shoot lunch
provision and gain an idea of the value of this business to the local economy.

•

That the AONB, as a part of encouraging sales of local products, makes sure that members of field sports
organisations and businesses that service shoots and fisheries are made aware of the availability of local
produce.
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The Future
7.1 A growing sector?
We wanted to know if the popularity of sport shooting and participation in it was likely to change in the short term
in the AONB. Sustainability priorities for a growing sector would be very different from those of an activity that is
contracting. Therefore we asked the shoot providers as open a question as possible regarding the future: “How do you
see your shoot or fishery developing over next 3 years?” and recorded what changes these managers expected to make
regarding their operations.

7.1.1 Results
Table 7.1. Planned changes in the size and intensity of game management in our sample (each response has been
paraphrased to aid understanding).
How do you see your shoot/fishery developing over next 3 years
The gamekeeper will be asked to diversify into other jobs like helping on the farm, vermin control and woodland
management. We would like to see the shoot let.
Increase clay shooting in summer.
We aim to see a larger wild game population (badgers permitting)
We will start rearing our own birds.
We will increase the number of released partridges. We have increased the size of the shoot dramatically in the last 5
years.
Due to the area of farm our expansion is limited.
Fishing - increase management of river and riverine habitats for fishing and wildlife.
We are considering putting in cover crops.
We will be selling more shooting days.
We will be improving habitat and game cover in order to improve the holding (carrying capacity) of (game) birds.
Increase the amount of habitat and increase numbers of Grey partridge
We want to see our existing good habitat yield a supply of wild birds.
Increased spring cropping.
The shoot or fishery will be “mothballed”
Increase Grey Partridge population.
Our shoot has reached its optimum size and intensity for the area. We also benefit from the immigration of game
birds from the neighbouring commercial shoot. We would like to increase wild broods of pheasants and partridges
and re-establish a shootable surplus of Grey partridge.
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We will be increasing wild Grey Partridge breeding to create a shootable surplus. We want to concentrate on wild
bred game so will be shooting no female game birds after Christmas.
We intend to increase area over which we release our birds in order to decrease density.
Increase the fishing of trout
Five respondents expressed the intention to stay the same, only making any small improvements that may be felt
necessary.

7.1.2 Analysis and discussion
Most of the people (16 out of 24) in our survey expected their operation to increase to some extent in the future.
Of these, seven were particularly interested in increasing wild game and other wildlife habitat. The other nine were
interested primarily in increasing the numbers, density or area of their released game, or in taking on other associated
activities such as clay shooting. This does not preclude an interest in increasing wildlife habitat.

7.1.3 Recommendation
•

That the AONB seeks to work with game managers and land owners, either singly or in cooperative groups,
to further the sustainable development of game management in and around the AONB by the creation
of an action plan setting down ambitious but achievable objectives for all sectors and interests in game
management.

7.2 Future developments
We wanted to know if game managers saw the AONB designation or organisation as having a role in the future of their
sport or enterprise. However, we decided to turn the question round to ask what role they saw for themselves in the
future of the AONB.

7.2.1 Results and analysis
We asked, “What role do you see field sports playing in the future of AONB?” We grouped the responses under the
three main headings in the AONB Management Plan.

Community
•

The role of field sports in the AONB will stay the same

•

We hope that there will be better public relations and communication of the benefits that field sports bring
to wildlife and the countryside.

•

Field sports fulfil a very important role within the AONB. The future role it will play will depend on
Government policy.

•

It is very important to retain a lovely landscape.

•

We would like to see more education.

•

We would like to see grants for game managers to improve public access maintenance and to encourage
social focus that field sports provides.

•

Field sports provide people who can keep an eye on the countryside and discourage illegal activities.

•

Field sports can educate people about the countryside.

•

The social element of shooting should be encouraged.

•

Field sports will have little role to play in the future of the AONB in a time of great change.

•

Field sports are, and will be, an integral part of the AONB.

•

We long for everyone to behave properly when they visit the AONB. Visitors should be properly directed
in the countryside by better destination management and interpretation. This will minimise the negative
impacts of public access. New technologies such as a GPS interactive guide could be employed.
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•

Field sports will have to be politically persuasive and educate others.

•

The AONB should educate the general public about the benefits of shooting.

•

Maintain the social aspects of the shooting community and encourage young people to take up field sports.

•

No one single issue should dominate the diversity of shoot types. Landowners should lead and set an
example by seeking to educate others.

•

People should be encouraged to maintain field sports as they are now.

•

We are concerned about poor perception of commercial shooting.

•

Large bag sizes are becoming problem.

•

Discourage the high profile commercial shoots as they give the area a bad name.

•

There should be tougher guidelines for guns coming to the area.

Economy
•

We would like to see sporting clients treated as tourists. Sporting tourists should be provided with
information on the locality and support given to hotels, B&Bs, etc whose livelihoods depend on shooting.

•

We would like to see the AONB assisting in the education of the general public as to the wider benefits to
the local economy of shooting.

•

Shooting is a very important part of the rural economy in South Wiltshire.

•

Job creation will be important in preserving rural skills. Field sports improve communication in rural areas. It
will be vital to preserve the knowledge/skills base.

•

We would like to see an initiative to use local game meat.

•

Shoots bring employment. Visitors need somewhere to stay and use local shops, adding to the local
economy therefore providing more employment.

•

We would like to see an initiative for game meat marketing, school dinners?

•

We would like to see more game utilised as meat.

•

We are concerned about the disposal of game meat.

•

Field sports have an important role in the economy and job creation.

•

Field sports will have a role in job creation alongside other commercial land uses.

•

Shoots are important employers. With declining farm fortunes, field sports help to preserve a sense of
community involvement. However, commercial shoots undermine all the above, create noise nuisance and
don’t yield wider benefits for wildlife.

Environment
•

Traditional field sports can help achieve Biodiversity Action Plan targets and species diversity. Field sports
will play an important role in the maintenance/improvement of habitat for wildlife. They will enable the
control of predator species. They will be able to effect the re-introduction of Grey Partridge. Field sports will
also bring visitors to the area and maintain the distinctive character of the area. Field sports will maintain
continuity in vital local knowledge, traditional skills base and jobs.

•

We would like to see the promotion of farm co-operatives and local initiatives that will increase biodiversity.
We don’t think that ELS suits the area.

•

Field sports will ensure improved wildlife habitat through the continual habitat management for game
species.

•

Field sports should be encouraged whenever possible as the land management undertaken for field sports
benefits all species and environments.

•

We would like to see grants for game managers to improve wildlife habitat.

•

We would like game managers to link together with conservation organisations.
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•

Field sports will provide habitat management for game and other wildlife habitat maintenance and
improvement. Field sports jobs integrate farming with nature conservation.

•

Game keepers provide the impetus for woodland management as they are key decision makers.

•

Field sports will help maintain woodland and open spaces, promote conservation and
educate the general public.

•

The management of the area for shooting enhances all aspects of biodiversity.

•

Habitat management for field sports benefits wildlife.

•

Direct management of badger population.

•

We would like to see the direct management of the badger population.

•

Shooting provides a reason for the management of wildlife habitat. AONB should co-ordinate people in the
area to work for the long term benefit of shooting & wildlife.

•

The AONB should support ES and a mix of game species and patchwork of landscape types.

•

The massive increase in demand for shooting days is leading to many farmers selling days as a small boost
to income. This is changing the look of the landscape with cover strip crops. These are not appealing
to the eye.
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Summary and
Conclusion
This survey has allowed us to gain a broad picture of the present day game management activity in an
ancient and historic landscape, the features of which have been shaped by game management of various
types during the last 1,000 years. The single greatest change that has occurred in the last century seems to
have been the almost total reliance on game that is reared and released for the purpose of sport hunting.
Wild game has only a small and occasional place in the game bag of the AONB. This is not as true for the
fisheries as it is for the shoots, but unfortunately we managed to survey only a few fisheries. Species that
are regarded as pests or predators tend not to be regarded as game species. An exception to this rule is the
deer species. Fallow deer, once the quarry of monarchs and the focus of game management in the area, are
still found in parts of the AONB but have been supplanted by roe as the main deer quarry species.
We now know that the game resource is largely managed by the people who own the land. This has both negative
and positive impacts on sustainability. The owners have a long term investment in their land and are therefore more
likely to make slow maturing investments such as new habitat creation, but on the other hand they may not benefit
from the input of a trained professional who might have a deeper or broader understanding of the subject. As in the
rest of Britain, numbers of full time professional gamekeepers have continued to decline over the last 100 years. There
are now few entry level opportunities in the AONB where people coming into the profession can obtain training and
employment. It will not be possible to sustain the game heritage we have now without suitably well trained game and
water keepers coming forward to replace and carry on the work of the previous generation.
The shoots of the AONB are characteristically low intensity operations that organise 6 - 10 days shooting a year, bagging
less than 100 birds in a day. Most of the participants come from the area, if not the immediate locality, with each shoot
having an average of 10 beaters and three pickers-up each day. The shoots and fisheries in our sample did not have a
great impact on tourism and associated businesses, but the impact they have could be increased and most respondents
seem to want this to happen.
The shoots and fisheries take place on landholdings that are broadly typical of the AONB. This does not mean typical of
southern England, the Southwest region or any particular county. The AONB is peculiarly rich in semi-natural habitats
and game managers find themselves blessed with a great inheritance of woodlands, grasslands and important wildlife
habitat. The shoots and fisheries in our sample did not spend great amounts of time or money on maintaining game
habitat, but were prepared to expend resources in creating new habitat, particularly in the form of game cover crops
and hedgerows. However, with game cover crops there is a greater emphasis on providing winter cover for released
pheasants and partridges rather than spring and summer cover for breeding wild game and other wild bird species. The
Environmental Stewardship Scheme has not had a great impact on game management decisions or habitat creation
operations. Neither is game management an important component in arable crop rotations. Few game managers are
seeking to limit the impact of alien invasive species.
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8.1 Summary of recommendations
Throughout this survey, we have attempted to make recommendations designed to stimulate discussion and ultimately
action that will sustain the game management heritage of the AONB.

8.1.1 Publication of best practice and advice
The recommendation is that the AONB team assists in the dissemination of knowledge throughout the AONB and beyond.
Specifically, spreading best practice in the following areas:
•

drawing up sporting tenancies

•

prioritising work on part-time shoots

•

squirrel control methods

•

stocking rates and release densities for reared game

•

dealing with invasive alien plants.

There may also be a need for guidance to be issued on the following topics:
•

habitat recognition and information on the conservation requirements for each type

•

species mixes, techniques and enhancement strategies for game habitat management and creation

•

how to benefit game species in the crop rotation

•

landscape design concepts in the establishment of game cover crops

•

best species mixes for conditions in the AONB, particularly wild bird cover

•

how to estimate sustainable yield in various wild game populations

•

how to access local goods and services

The AONB could assist game management by encouraging:
•

the contribution that professional gamekeepers can make to strategic decisions

•

the adoption of game cover designed for wild game nesting and brood rearing

•

rabbit control as a benefit of game management, rabbit as a sporting quarry and as a local delicacy

•

shoot and fishery organisers to source goods and services locally

8.1.2 Training
Education and training underpins sustainable development. Training may be needed in the following ways:
•

Top-up training for voluntary and part-time stalkers, game and water keepers

•

Apprenticeship or entry-level training in game and water keeping and stalking

•

Management training to enable gamekeepers to contribute more fully to strategic decisions

8.1.3 Cooperative action between game managers
The idea that when people cooperate to solve common problems they can achieve an effect greater than if they all
worked independently is axiomatic in sustainable development projects. This report suggests that cooperative actions
could include:
•

Shoots and fisheries amalgamating to some extent to enable them to retain the services of a professional
game manager

•

The AONB team developing externally funded projects for specific game and habitat objectives

•

Smaller shoots and fisheries joining together when carrying out habitat management operations

•

Land managers designing cooperative operations that will achieve economies of scale to eradicate invasive
alien plants
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8.1.4 Research
Innovation and the accumulation of new relevant knowledge is necessary for future sustainable development, particularly
in land management where we need to take a long view. This report has suggested that research may be needed in the
following areas:
•

The utilisation of wild game species

•

The marketing of pigeon shooting to add economic value to sporting enterprises

•

The breeding performance and survival of wild bred pheasants and partridges

•

The value of fishing and shooting custom in local hotels, pubs and other businesses in the AONB

•

The population status of rare predatory mammals in the AONB

•

The cultural and social significance of beating and picking-up

•

The biological, social and economic impact of sport fishing in the AONB

8.1.5 AONB work with partner agencies and other bodies
The AONB team is in a position to facilitate communication between groups and organisations. This may be of benefit
in the following areas:
•

Practical communication, perhaps through awareness-raising days, to introduce influential people in a
variety of organisations to the heritage, wider benefits and challenges of game management in the AONB

•

Assisting communication between Natural England, agricultural advisors and game managers on how
Environmental Stewardship Entry Level options can be used to facilitate game management.

•

The production of a directory of nature conservation organisations that would like closer links with land
managers and the types of mutually beneficial partnerships that they can offer

•

Raising with Natural England the issues of Wild Bird Cover in Environmental Stewardship and the impact of
badgers on a variety of issues in the AONB

•

In association with the Deer Initiative, develop better information exchange between land owners and deer
managers across the AONB.

•

Discussion with Natural England and Forestry Commission on how Environmental Stewardship and England
Woodland Grant Scheme options could be improved to promote more effective deer management

•

Discuss with the Forestry Commission how cooperative grey squirrel control might be encouraged

•

The development of a wide ranging information exchange for land managers regarding works that have a
direct impact on natural beauty

•

After an assessment of the amount of tied housing in the AONB, communicating the importance of this
housing to planning authorities

8.1.6 Discussion points with respondents
All activity, at whatever scale it originates, has to be effected finally by action on the ground. Therefore, a key
component in taking this survey forward is discussion with the respondents and other land managers. The report
suggests that the following points would benefit from further discussion:
•

What are the constraints to managing existing habitat?

•

What additional environmental benefits could be produced by both commercial and voluntary shoots and
fisheries, particularly if they acted in concert?

•

Do land owners and game managers wish to use their own resources to accomplish Action Plan objectives,
or gain external funding and resources from elsewhere?

•

What can be done to increase the cull of roe deer?

•

How might we go about exchanging information on deer populations and deer stalking activity?

•

Would there be benefit in developing a cooperative marketing strategy for field sports across the AONB?

•

How might we encourage young people to become involved in game management as beaters, pickersup and voluntary helpers? Can beating contribute to health and well being in the same way that “Green
Gyms” are doing in the urban fringe?
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